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When Maria Adelina Emilia (Nina) Otero-Warren died in 1965 her obituary did not say that she was the first New Mexican woman to run as a
Republican for the United States House of Representatives in 1922. Nor
did her obituary mention the divorce scandal that shook her candidacy
during the latter half of her campaign for national office. Rather, her
accomplishments were listed as the descendant of two pioneer Spanish
families, an educator, businesswoman, woman's rights activist, and author of Old Spain in Our Southwest (1936).1 Otero- Warren's misrepresentation _of herself as a widow. rather than as a divorcee, her Republican
party political activities, her ethnicity, her gender, and Otero family animosities have not been given much attention from scholars.
While Joan M. Jensen has written an excellent article on women in
politics that emphasized Otero-Warren's importance, Jensen did not refer to Otero-Warren's deliberately falsified information about her marital
status and her divorce as a major cause for her never seeking public
office again. In her recent book about Nina Otero-Warren, Charlotte
Whaley does not mention the "divorce" as a distinct handicap in the
1922 election. Neither author enters the complex ground of ethnic labeling, preferring to call Otero-Warren a "Spanish American" rather than
addressing her Mexican ancestry. While Juan Gomez-Quinones does
not deal with the divorce issue in her election, he does discuss OteroWarren as a "noted Hispanophile," a "Hispana," and a "Mexican woman
activist."2

Elizabeth Salas is an associate history professor in American Ethnic Studies at
the University of Washington. Her research interests include soldaderas, women
politi cans, Hispanas, and Mexicanas in the Pacific Northwest.
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Adelina "Nina" Otero-Warren, ca 1930s, photo courtesy of
Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe, negative no. 30263
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Otero-Warren struggled to overcome discrimination against women,
Hispanics, and Republican party candidates in her 1922 campaign. She
did not dare grapple with the thorny issue of divorce. To admit that she
was divorced in the 1920s would have probably made it unlikely that she
would have been nominated. She preferred to handle the problem by
viewing herself as a "widow" and not a "divorcee." She did not realize
that her misrepresentation combined with Otero family rivalries would
contribute to her downfall. One such rivalry emerged when Otero-Warren
neglected to acknowledge the political prominence of her second cousin,
Miguel A. Otero, former Republican territorial governor, as part of her
family lineage during the 1922 campaign; which led to a spiteful retaliation. Miguel Otero provided information about her divorce in many of
his campaign speeches before the election.
The result of the 1922 election brought into the spotlight Hispana
political activism in mainstream American politics. While it is true that
Republican Otero-Warren lost her bid to sit in the United States House
of Representatives, another Hispana, Democrat Soledad Chavez de
Chacon won her election as New Mexico's first woman secretary of state.)
Chavez de Chacon insisted that everyone call her "Mrs." as the best
way to emphasize her first duty was that of a wife and mother. When she
was notified of her nomination to office, it is said, she was in her kitchen,
"baking a cake." In the election returns printed in Magee:S independent,
she was listed as Mrs. Ed Chacon. 4 The success of a woman candidate
like Chacon and the failure of a woman like Otero-Warren suggests that,
while Hispanic voters supported. women candidates, they voted for a
woman who emphasized her familial ties rather than an independent
woman who touted her record as a political activist and officeholder as
part of her credentials for a higher and more powerful office.
A closer look at the campaign will help to illuminate the bilingual
and bicultural character of a Spanish American politician as well as the
issues that confronted women in the 1920s. Otero-Warren's life affirms
Mary P. Ryan's definition ofa Progressive woman. Otero-Warren could
be viewed as a "mother of civilization" and a "social housekeeper" especially with regard to her upper-class background, high educational
achievement, involvement with the settlement house movement, membership in women's organizations, suffrage activism, and public service. 5 In similar fashion, Otero-Warren fits William L. O'Neill's
description: "new women ... whose special characteristics might well
have made them more susceptible to divorce."6
Otero-Warren's upbringing prepared her for being both a
Hispanophile and a career-orientated "modern" woman. Born on 23 October 1881 to Eloisa Luna and Manuel B. Otero. she was the second of
three children. 1 Her father had attended Heidelberg University in Germany and early in the marriage was killed in a shootout over a land
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dispute. Her mother remarried Alfred Maurice Bergere, an Englishman,
with whom she had eight more children, six of them daughters.
Otero-Warren was one among a few upper-class Hispanas to receive
extensive education-both in Santa Fe and St. Louis, Missouri. Tutors
taught her in Spanish and English for the first part of her education, and
like her mother, Otero-Warren was educated at a girl's school in St.
Louis. She then went on to attend Maryville College of the Sacred Heart,
an all':"women's school in St. Louis; however, she left Maryville before
matriculating.
On 25 June 1908, Otero-Warren married Lieutenant Rawson Warren,
United States Army.s According to biographical news releases during
her campaign, Otero-Warren's husband died shortly after their marriage.
The truth was, however, that Rawson Warren had a common-law wife in
the Philippines, and Otero-Warren had found life as an army officer·s
wife too confining. She divorced him after two years but insisted until
her death in 1965 that she was a widow. Otero-Warren's inability to deal
with her own marital separation was perhaps reinforced by negative views
of divorce held by society. From 1912-14, Otero-Warren lived in New
York where she worked with Ann Morgan, a settlement house organizer
who advocated vocational work for poor city youth. Upon her mother's
death, Otero-Warren returned to New Mexico to take care of her many
siblings.
While Otero-Warren was in New York, a Hispana in New Mexico
challenged the governor about the extension of women's rights. Lola
Chavez de Armijo went to court to keep her appointment as state librarian under the Republican territorial governor, reaffirming the legal right
to hold public office in New Mexico. 9 She had been appointed state
librarian in 1909 by Territorial Governor George Curry, a Republican.
After New Mexico had become a state in 1912, the new governor, Democrat William C. McDonald, tried to remove Chavez de Armijo from office
by nominating another woman. A Republican senate rejected McDonald's
nominee and Chavez de Armijo held onto her nine hundred dollar-a
-year job. McDonald then began a legal challenge saying that as a woman,
Chavez de Armijo was "not qualified under the constitution and laws of
New Mexico to hold office."'o
The governor even nominated William T. Thornton. an ex-mayor for
the position, but he was considered "over-qualified" for the job. During
the two-year struggle, Chavez de Armijo hired lawyers to argue her
position that Article XXII, Section 9 of the new state constitution verified her right to hold office from territorial to state status. Two court
rulings favored Chavez de Armijo. Her lawsuit stirred the Republican
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legislature to pass Bill 150 on 15 March 1913 which affirmed that, "women
may hold any appointive office."11 She held her job as state librarian
until 1917. It was in this political and social milieu that Otero-Warren
waged her own battles for public office.
The legal struggle and victory of a Hispana was not lost on New
Mexico's suffragist branch organization, the Congressional Union (CU).
The CU had been founded in 1912 by Alice Paul who was very much in
favor of promoting Hispana participation in that group. Paul sent CU
organizer Ella St. Clair Thompson to New Mexico in 1915. Speaking some
Spanish, St. Clair Thompson printed leaflets in Spanish and invited
Otero-Warren and five other prominent Hispanas to join the CU. Although St. Clair Thompson recalled Otero-Warren's timidness to speak.
she recognized her abilities and in September of 1917, St. Clair Thompson asked Otero-Warren to head the state Congressional Union chapter. Jensen calls Otero-Warren's leadership "skillful" in handling "local
tensions among factions," and "guiding the last phase of the (suffrage]
campaign" in New Mexico. '2 In a show of solidarity with women's causes,
Otero-Warren wrote to Paul affirming her belief in women's rights by
stating, "I ... will take a stand and a firm one whenever necessary for I
am with yoU now and always!"1l In time, Otero-Warren was also chair of
the women's division of the Republican State Committee for New Mexico,
as well as chair of the Legislative Committee of the New Mexico Federation of Women's Clubs. Otero-Warren's ability to navigate successfully
among white American women was in large part due to her constant
exposure to them while a schoolgirl in St. Louis and also as a dedicated
idealist working in the slums of New York.
While some of Otero-Warren's success may be viewed as deriving
from her association with the CU and suffragists, her familial connections also played an important role in her appointments to various state
positions leading to her run for political office. Many of her male Otero
relatives had been quite powerful in New Mexico politics, including her
maternal uncle Solomon Luna and her brother Eduardo "Ed" Otero. Both
men represented the unity of the Luna and Otero clans and together
members of the families dominated the economic and political future of
Valencia County until the 1920s.1 4 Luna and Otero can both be described
as "paternal," having "dictatorial powers" and serving as political "jefes"
of Valencia County. Their considerable influence extended into state
politics as well. Both were also prominent ranchers and businessmen.
Luna headed the Republican Party until his death in 1912, and brother
Ed also was an influential Republican. IS
Otero-Warren's familial influences reinforced her political connections and career. Her mother, ElOisa, greatly influenced Otero-Warren's
lifelong interest in the field of education. Eloisa Luna de Otero had "devoted a great deal of her life to fostering the cause of education and at
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the time of her death in 1914 was serving as chairman of the board of
education in Santa Fe. "16 In 1917, Democratic Governor Ezequiel Cabeza
de Baca appointed Republican Otero...:.Warren school superintendent of
Santa Fe. When Otero-Warren ran for re.,...election in 1918, she successfully defeated a male opponent and remained superintendent until 1929.
As superintendent, she stressed adult education programs, the establishment of a county high school, a nine-month school term, higher
teaching standards, better salaries for teachers, and improved rural
schools. She also oversaw the repairs of old or inadequate school buildings.
Otero-Warren turned the Santa Fe school district from indebtedness and unpaid school warrants to a fiscally solvent administration
with a budget surplus of$27,OOO as of 1922. Otero-Warren argued that
future monies for the schools should come from the federal government
through grants of public lands for school maintenance. 17 During her
tenure as superintendent of schools in Santa Fe, Otero-Warren encouraged bicultural education in the preservation of Hispano arts and crafts.
She did not, however, believe in allowing instruction to be given in
Spanish. Her opinion on bilingual education was decidedly negative as
revealed in her statement, "We can not permit the children to speak
Spanish in the classroom and the teachers are instructed to keep the
children from conversing in it on the playground, thereby conforming to
the national system of education."IB
As an elected official Otero-Warren used her position to influence
Governor Octaviano A. Larrazolo in the passage of a state suffrage
amendment. Larrazolo had stated in a 1919 A Ibuquerque Morning Journal article that "personally he wished that women had not asked for the
suffrage, but since they have asked and it has been granted as far as
Congress is concerned, and since his party is pledged to the principle
he for one will leave nothing undone to secure a speedy ratification."19
Larrazolo appointed Otero-Warren to the state Health Board in April
1919, and she was elected chair for the group.20 As much as he could,
Larrazolo always tried to incorporate Hispanics into formal political structures. On 26 May 1919, Larrazolo named her as one of the delegates to
attend the National Conference of Social Work in Atlantic City, New
Jersey. Larrazolo also named Mrs. S.P. Ascarate, Mrs. Roman Gallegos,
Mrs. Felix Baca and Mrs Jose A. Baca to attend as well. 21 Otero-Warren
was then appointed to the state board of public welfare and also served
as chair. When she tried to resign in December 192 L the Albuquerque
Morning Journal reported that Governor Merritt C. Mechem declined
her resignation stating that "Mrs. Otero-Warren 's retirement at this time
would serve seriously to impair the public service." Otero-Warren was
known as a tireless worker and quite skilled in promoting welfare legislation. 22
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After American women gained the vote in 1920, Hispanas in New
Mexico did their best to make the ,most of it. It became a custom for
young women of all Hispano classes to celebrate their twenty-first birthdays by registering to vote as part of the "coming of age" ritual. According to Jensen, 59 percent of eligible Hispanic voters voted in 1920
and by 1924 that nu'mber had increased to 68 percent. While women
gained voting rights in 1920, a special,election had to be called in 1921
to affirm the right of women to hold political office. Four of the five
Hispano counties, defeated the amendment, but the amendment carried
on the majority vote of four of the six Little Texas counties. 23 By the year
1922, it was clear to Otero-Warren'that her next career step was to run
for national office, Her credentials were considerable, She had successfully helped to steer suffrage efforts in the state. she was a strong advocate of educational reform, and she had proven her organizationa I abili ties
by her appointments as presiding chair for social welfare boards.
_On 9 September 1922 Otero-Warren received the Republican nomination for the House of Representatives: At the Republican convention
she defeated United States House incumbeni member Nestor Montoya. 24
Her Democratic opponent was to be John Morrow, a lawyer, educator
and stockman from Raton: 25 As Otero-Warren mapped out her strategy,
she emphasized her Spanish-AmericanJamily heritage and appealed to
women, especially registered Republicans, to vote for her based on her
past accomplishments. 26 Local and national newspapers expressed .an
interest in running a photo of Otero-Warren and ,a brief biography.
Otero-Warren complied with a very lengthy article emphasizing her famous relatives. The Socorro 'Chieftain ran the entire article, while the
Arizona Daily Star-featured a front-page sketch of her face and briefly
mentioned her prestigious ancestors. 27 Other newspapers from New York,
Chicago, Boston, and Philadelphia ran parts .of Otero-Warren's account
of her family history during her campaign for office.
The biographical article stressed the purity of her familial origins
back to Visigoths and.Aragonese nobility in Spain. She cited many famous ancestors in Spanish. Mexican. and New Mexican history ranging
.from conquistadors who fought with Hernan Cortes. don Pedro de Luna
of Aragon. a famousdiplomaL don Miguel Vandelmire Lun\a. a wellknown jurist in -Mexico: and don Antonio Jose Otero. the first judge on
the New Mexico Supreme Court. 28 ;
Since most of the male relatives she mentioned were politicians or
were involved in the processes of governance, it can· be assumed that
she wished to portray herself as descended from a 10ngJine of public
servants: Otero-Warren was not the only candidate to tout her famous
ancestors in a political campaign. Both Lola Chavez de Armijo ·and Mrs.
Soledad Chavez de Chacon also noted their familial connections with
well-placed relatives in politics or the military. 29 The Socorro Chieftain
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article did make note of this connection. As a descendent of men of
prestige, it was only natural that Otero-Warren "should gravitate to
public life [and it] seems a natural application of the maxim that, 'blood
will tell. "')0
While Otero-Warren's claim to Spanish nobility can be viewed as a
case of racial blinders, it also served as an essential campaign strategy
to not .only gain publicity, but to acknowledge her Spanish American
ethnicity, dispel the myths about Spaniards, and help her win the election. Otero-Warren emphasized her Spanish and European ancestry in
response to the negative portrayal of Mexican ancestry by the white
American community both at the local and national levels. Declaring
themselves to be "Spanish Americans" was a way for New Mexicans to
acknowledge that they were "different if not better" than white Americans as well as Mexicans. 31 In addition, according to Phillip Gonzales,
"Spanish heritage provided the terms with which to swipe at Anglo superiors. "32 There is no question that Otero-Warren and her generation
of Hispanos denied the multi-racial heritage of most Mexicans, which,
since colonial times, has incorporated Indian, European, and African
ancestors.
Yet as Tey Diana Rebolledo elaborates, Otero-Warren and others of
her generation "were just beginning to express resistance to domination
imposed by an encroaching Anglo culture," and that they initiated the
first step in that process of legitimizing "Hispanic culture by emphasizing that which was Spanish."]] As Suzanne Forrest contends, this was
no easy task since "many Americans harbored deep suspicions concerning the Spanish character. They believed that people of Spanish
ancestry were peculiarly untrustworthy, cruel, and lascivious-a set of
negative stereotypes dating back to sixteenth-century England that historians called the 'black legend. '''34 In .New Mexico. however. being
"Spanish" was considered better than being "Mexican." so il made good
political sense for her to use thaI ethnic label.
Otero-Warren's use of her distinguished family background has been
considered to reflect upper-class sentiments thaI cast her as a community leader, a patrona. and, in relation to white Americans, a power broker for her people. Sarah Deutsch makes reference to Otero-Warren as a
"patron" and observes that she did not personally identify with the
class of Spanish Americans she hoped to represent.)~ Forrest also states
that "Upper class Hispanos, while not entirely exempt from prejudicial
treatment by Anglo Americans, maintained such a strong feeling of class
status that they did not identify with the lower class villagers."36
Otero-Warren, in Forrest's view, saw herself as a culture and power
broker mediator between people in the New Mexican villages and white
American reformers. Rebolledo's comment that Otero-Warren;s "sense
of social consciousness is not clear," is more appropriate until such time
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as more information becomes available about her personal views. 37 As
Rebolledo indicates Otero-Warren, like other upper-class women of her
generation, was "enclosed and socialized by a process where women are
expected to perform in traditional way's, yet none ... did. "38. It must be
remembered that Otero-Warren was a "modern" woman struggling with
a whole array of ethnic, gender, and career issues in an essentially pragmatic fashion.
As the first New Mexico woman candidate for national office,
Otero-Warren drew both positive and negative responses from the local
press, which tended to be rabidly partisan. A Republican paper, the
Deming Graphic. carried a story written by a white journalist who called
her "Nina," "a sort of pet in New Mexico," a "red-haired bundle of personality and winsomeness," and called her campaign "a novelty."39 The
journalist went on to state that "many people go to see her because she
is the first woman to run for state office and then shake her hand, after
falling a victim of that friendly smile and winning personality and tell her
they are going io vote for her. "40 The New York Evening Post made
reference to her "Titian-red hair," and noted that she had large freckles.
"the kind which make a chic, girlish-figured woman, barely forty, look
'cute. "'41 The reporter also theorized that her red hair and freckles came
from her Visigoth ancestors who left the German forests for Castile, Spain.
Senator Holm O. Bursum called Otero-Warren "a citizen whose ability, and personality (the latter quality so essential to bringing about
effects), loyalty to her people, and her state, entitles her to the kindest
consideration by the voters. "42 An unsigned editorial in Magee s Independent stated that women would be good office holders because they
"are naturally democratic in their thinking," and that "they like justice,
clean elections, fair play, liberal thought and action, peace instead of
war,"o The Socorro Chieftain promoted women candidates, "Men," said
an editorial, "may vote for Mrs. Otero-Warren with complete confidence
that she will give to her congressional duties earnest effort, soundjudgment and capacity to meet on equal terms every responsibility that will
[revolve) upon her."44
Not all editorials supported women in the realm of politics. An editorial in the Magee s Independent chided women to reform politics by
engaging in service. Only then, the editorial continued; "when your service grows too great and has proven a disinterested one, the office may
come seeking you and you will theD' know, beyond a doubt. where yOur
duty lies."4l The 'Glenrio Tribune came out with an editorial against
women in p,olitics. According to the Tribune, "nature did not intend
women to function in politics but to be queen in a home:"46 The
A lam ogo rdo News did not believe that it "was the right thing to do , : . to
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send a woman to Congress bright as the lady may be."47 TheA/amogordo
News went on to call the candidacy of a woman "a joke" and that "there
are offices where women are preeminently fitted to serve, and there are
offices where men are better qualified. "48
Medill McCormack, chairman of the Republican Senatorial Campaign
Committee, said that "persons might vote for a woman for superintendent of schools or for the town council or other little jobs like that, but
when it comes to the Senate of the United States, they simply will not do
it. "49 The Cuervo Clipper thought that Otero-Warren's opponent Morrow was the better candidate simply because he was a man. The newspaper said that the House of Representatives has always been adjusted to
having only male members as shown by the fact that "legislation is
threshed out between Congresses in their clubs, smoking rooms andcloak rooms or as they meet on street corners. "50 Elfegio Baca. who was
miffed because he did not receive the Republican nomination for governor,urged everyone to vote only for Democrats. His statement was meant
as a slap to Frank A. Hubbell, Republican county chairman. 51
To counter party hostility toward ~omen as candidates in national
office, Otero-Warren sent out news releases to local newspapers which
included her photo, her accomplishments, and her views. The news releases ran in one newspaper, the Socorro Chieftain. on-a weekly basis.
Titles of the news releases were, "An Experienced Observer's Estimate
of Mrs. Otero-Warren," "Mrs. Otero-Warren's Work in the Field of Social Service," "Mrs. Otero-Warren in the Field of Education," and "Mrs.
Otero-Warren's Equipment for Service in the U.S. Congress."52 Commenting on her social welfare activities, a journalist for the Deming
Graphic said that Otero-Warren had been "identified since early youth
with educational and welfare work, she is known personally to all the
prominent people of the state and by reputation to all the others.
Through her kindly interest in the education of the native children and
the welfare of the needy families in the state, she has already endeared
hersel f to thousa nds. "53
Other issues in which Otero-Warren expressed views included her
support for the prohibition amendment and her advocacy of a veteran's
bonus, or "adjustment compensation measure," which antagonized many
veterans. But she stated that "if there is a New Mexico vet of the world
who wants more than justice I have not met him yet. They want a just
compensation law. They are entitled to it and they will get it at the hands
of a Republican Congress."\4 When asked about her views on United
States-Mexico relations and the recognition of the Alvaro Obregon government, she expressed "coyness," and reminded the New York Evening
Post reporter of Calvin Coolidge in her "disinclination to confide state
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secrets to casual interviewers."~~ She said, "that's something I won't
talk about. Think how the Mexican situation could change before I could
take my seat in Congress if elected. And I don't want to embarrass the
administration. "~6
The Spanish language press also noted Otero-Warren's candidacy.
The Santa Rosa Sun was offended by the nerve of Democratic candidate
Morrow for suggesting that he could best represent a state where approximately 185,000 loyal American citizens of Spanish origin lived. ~7
TheAlbuquerque Morning Journal reported that at a rally in Cima'rron,
Otero-Warren said in Spanish that voters should elect her by stating
that their "communities are just as good or just as bad as you wish them
to be. You should select your officers and representatives such men and
women as will best serve and represent you. Make a study of the records
of the candidates and choose those who are qualified to serve you. If
you do not choose those best qualified then it is your own fault that you
do not have better regulated communities or better government." 58
At another rally, Otero-Warren began her campaign talk with the
observation that "her people had founded the state" and that she did
not think she was nominated because she was a woman but because
"she could take charge and perform her duties to the best of her ability. "~9 In these glimpses of Otero-Warren 's campaign style, one can see
her, on the one hand, urging Hispanics to vote for a Hispana for ethnic
solidarity, while on the other hand, appealing to an intelligent electorate
to vote for her based on her knowledge of important legislative matters
such as education, public health, and social services.
One of the most interesting responses to her candidacy was by a
Hispano poet named Felipe Maximiliano Chacon. He penned a poem about
her entitled, 'To Mrs. Adelina Otero-Warren/ Republican Candidate for
Congress, 1922" The poem is as follows:
Your forehead is ringed with laurel
And your name radiates honor,'
Today your star appears on the threshold
Of the triumphal dawn of a new day.
The world advances with human thought
And new things are born in life,
Today the morning light is reflected
in a new sphere where woman is born.
Born in suffrage equal to man,
But spiritually, more elevated,
In moral purity she carves her name
And the earth benefits from her journey,
This very meritorious evolution
Marking the noble path of Progress
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Will cover New Mexico with glory
By putting a woman in Congress.
Able, competent, honorable,
With a gentle soul and a sincere heart
There she is, proclaimed by the people,
The typical lady, Adelina Otero!
Noble offspring of Spanish lineage,
Arid what is more, pure American,
But what does outer clothing matter
In one who merits distinguished heights!
Human greatness is not exclusive
Nor limited to any nation,
From heaven above its power extends
And unites its beauty with discretion.
But this flattery is not motivated
By the servile interest of egotism,
My noble intention is only
To point out the Justice of an Ideal.
Here, here! A toast of joy,
The pleasure of a progressive citizen,
I send to you along with my verses
The greetings of a sovereign people!60
The poem combines the Hispano affection for Otero-Warren as an
able, competent, gentle, and sincere lady as well as aspects desired ofa
Hispano politican: Spanish heritage, justice, progress, and the beliefs of
a united people. Otero-Warren, however, did have Hispano critics. According to the Tucumcari News, Democrats accused Republican women
voters of voting not once, but between fourteen and fifteen times each.
This feat was accomplished because each woman wore "un tapalo
negro"(a black shawl) to protect their identities. 61 Otero-Warren was
also criticized for her educational policies. The Albuquerque Morning
Journal reported that "a group of Mexicans" were upset that a second
grade certificate teacher from their town school had been relieved of her
duties. In her tenure as school superintendent, Otero-Warren had "entirely eliminated the second and third grade certificate teachers. often
against strong local political opposition."62 Many of the teachers were
Hispanas, who spoke Spanish in the schools and had less educational
preparedness than Otero-Warren had mandated for the schools in her
county. When the delegation threatened to vote for Democratic candidate Morrow, Otero-Warren responded, "vote as you please. But you'll
get the best teacher I can send you just the same. "63
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Throughout her campaign, Otero-Warren stressed her high moral
values. On 31 October 1922, Otero-Warren said at a rally in Cimarron
that she "was a great believer in play. You learn nearly as much in play
as in study, for it is on the playground that you learn to be square. If you
violate the rules on the playground and cheat in your games remember
that you really cheat nobody but yourself. Play the game square. "64
This speech haunted her as the election grew closer. Her distant relative, former Governor Miguel Otero, accused Otero-Warren of not "playing square" by not telling the truth about her "dead" husband Captain
Rawson Warren.
Ex-Governor Otero said that his information revealed that Captain
Warren was not dead, but having divorced Otero-Warren, he had remarried and was living with his new wife at 2311 Connecticut Avenue, Washington D.C. In Magee s Independent, Miguel Otero claimed that the
reason for the lie was due to Otero-Warren's and Republican fears since
"divorces were unpopular with Catholics in New Mexico," they thought
it better to "figuratively kill Captain Warren."65 The ex-governor's motivation in revealing Otero-Warren's divorce status seems to have been
motivated simply by the desire to catch a Republican ina lie. His remarks
also tend to suggest that if Otero-Warren had remembered to mention
him as one of her "famous relatives:' he might have kept quiet. He noted
with pride that Chavez de Chac6n, the newly-elected secretary of state,
always graciously remembered that he was one of her most honored
.
relatives. 66
What impact this news had on the voters cannot be determined because in the following election all Democrats defeated their Republican
opponents. Surely misrepresenting herself as a widow rather than as a
divorcee lost Otero-Warren votes. In addition, being both a Spanish
American and a woman was probably too much for some people in New
Mexico to handle. On the other hand, New Mexican voters were offended
by the Republican voting record against veterans, and especially by the
national passage of the Republican Fordney-McCumber tariff bill on 4
March 1921. According to critics, the bill took $160 annually out of the
income of every family in the United States. The Republicans also received blame for the rise in taxes from $4.06 per capita in 19 J5 to $13 .09
in 1921. 67 In addition, Otero-Warren might have offended Hispanics not
only in relation to her misrepresenting her divorce, but also with her
policies with regard to forbidding spoken Spanish in schools and the
removal of many Hispana teachers.
It must be said, however, that of all the Republican candidates,
Otero-Warren lost by less votes than the other top candidates. The
official results were: Morrow, 59,254, and Otero-Warren, 49,635, a difference of 9, 619 votes. 68 The backlash against her candidacy did not come
from Hispanics as she carried four of the five Hispano counties, but
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rather from predominantly white Little Texas counties. 69 After her defeat, Otero-Warren 's brother Ed openly assaulted ex-governor Miguel
Otero in,the lobby of a bank and beat him severely for allegedly making
"improper remarks" about his sister. Ed pleaded guilty to the assault and
was fined $1,000 in damages. 70
In the other race for the secretary of state, Chavez de Chacon won
58,387 votes to 49,456 votes of her opponent Des Georges. The majority
was 8,931 votes. 71 Her victory represents New Mexico's custom, as well
as that of other states, to elect mostly women as secretary of state. This
office must be viewed as a "largely honorific" position and speaks to
the practice of state politicians "reserving a lesser office" for women
rather than advocating women candidates for higher offices. 72 Chavez
de Chacon later went on to serve in the New Mexico House of Rep resentatives from 1935-36, and she was a presidential elector for Franklin D.
Roosevelt. Chavez de Chacon might have continued a political career,
but she died in 1939 in her early forties.'3
After her 1922 loss, Otero-Warren never again ran for public office.
It is certain that she was stigmatized by her divorce, which became a
political liability. Her attention shifted more toward education, social
work, a real estate and insurance business, writing, and accepting stateappointed positions. Otero-Warren's 1922 campaign reveals that she
was one of the few important Hispana precursors to the modern-day
ethnic woman politician. Her candidacy and activities show the complexities of being a modern, highly educated, career-oriented,
well-traveled Hispana in the early part of the twentieth century.
Among Hispanos, she had to contend with the emerging
"Spanish-'-American" identity label and its repercussions from a community that admired her loyalty to the Spanish part of her heritage but
questioned her "Anglicized" educational policies relating to spoken language and teacher retention. As a Republican she probably would have
lost the election in any case, but the press she received about her candidacy demonstrates that prejudices against Hispanics-especially women
candidates-were considerable. Her lack of candor, however, about her
divorce is indicative of her own failing as a truthful candidate and of the
rigidity of public morality against divorce in the 1920s.
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Coming of Age During the War:
Reminiscences of an Albuquerque
Hispana
CARMEN R. CHAVEZ

Looking back to the period of World War II through the filter of so many
years is not easy; memories tend to become opaque and distorted-so
unreal that sometimes you wonder if the events recalled happened or
you imagined them. Of course, most of us who lived through the attack
on Pearl Harbor vividly remember what we were doing when we heard
the news. I recall as clearly as if it were yesterday. On 7 December 194 I,
my sisters and I had just returned from Sunday mass when my father,
who never went to mass "because mass was for women" told us the
news of the attack on Pearl Harbor. It seemed as if the shock was felt
throughout the United States. I felt that the attack and the following
declaration of war were a national catastrophe.
At the time, I was a first-semester senior at Albuquerque High
School. The railroad had transferred my father and family from Amarillo,
Texas. We moved into Barelas, a predominantly Hispanic neighborhood
on South Fourth Street near the railroad shops. The war brought many
changes to our neighborhood. When the war mobilization began, the
first thing that happened was that most of the young men disappeared.
The boys left the almost-military Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC)
camps of the 1930s and entered the New Mexico National Guard.
The CCC was an effort to counter Depression-caused poverty and
unemployment by creating education and job programs for people, especially young men, who .lived in lower-income areas. Our neighborhood welcomed the work program because it made jobs available. Fred
Chavez, who later became my husband, was a schoolmate and one of the
group of teenagers who walked back and forth to Albuquerque High
Carmen R. Chavez is a graduate student and research assistant for the Oral
History Program at the University of New Mexico.
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Walking home along Central Avenue from Albuquerque High School, Spring 1942.
Front row, left to right: Magdalena Rodriguez, Bernice Sena, Carmen Rodriguez
(Chavez). Photograph courtesy of Rodriguez family.

School from Barelas. I can remember Fred telling us about Orlando, his
oldest brother, who had joined the CCC. Once a week, army trucks would
pick up volunteers from different specified locations and transport them
to work areas. The men were housed at the work site and came home
only on weekends.
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Orlando lied about his age when he found out about the New Mexico
National Guard. As the oldest son of a single-parent (mother) household, he felt that the pay and the benefits were better in the Guard than
in the CCC. The Guard, however, was a cavalry unit and the Barelas
recruits could not even ride bicycles much less horses and they were
expected to become proficient horsemen. Orlando fell off his horse on
the first try and broke an arm in several places. The fracture did not
mend right and he was discharged while all his friends went to war.
The federal government also created the National Youth Administration (NYA) in 1933 in order to help low-income students struggling to
continue their education. It was a nationwide vocational program operated and controlled jointly by the CCC and the NYA. The final draft of
the policy, which included financial aid to state educational agencies,
was approved in the last months of 1941. 1 Although the aim of both
programs was to give financial assistance to lower-income people, the
aid went primarily to men; not many young women were hired. The CCC,
geared more toward hard, physical labor, appealed more to men. The
NYA, on the other hand, focused more on students and after the war
broke out, more women looked into it as an option and were hired. During my junior and senior years, several of my female classmates were
hired as office aides. I was hired to grade papers for a Spanish class and
to work at the Albuquerque High School library as part of the NYA
program.
I think that since many young Hispanic men had jobs in road construction and forest area conservation work under the CCC, the switch
from CCC camps to military camps seemed natural. Because there were
few other jobs available, most CCC recruits joined the National Guard.
The New Mexico National Guard, known as the 200th Field Artillery,
consisted mostly of Hispanic New Mexicans and was one of the first
units shipped overseas to the Philippines. When the United States declared war on Japan, the unit was already in the Pacific. Subsequently,
the 200th Field Artillery fought in the Philippines and on Bataan. Most
of the men from the unit did not survive the Japanese prison camps. The
few who did, died soon after liberation.
Another dramatic change in our neighborhood was the loss of community cohesiveness. Before the war, our neighborhood was very closeknit, like a family. Whereas the draft took our young men, many families
left Barelas to seek employment in west coast wartime industries. Most
never returned. The promise of new, well-paying jobs attracted a mass
migration of people from the small rural towns in the South, the Southwest, and the Midwest to the industrial centers of the North and West
Coast. This exodus had a lasting effect on the history'of my neighborhood. Whole families left Barelas in search ofjobs elsewhere while other
ethnic groups moved into our predominantly Hispanic community. The
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constant appearance of strangers was one reason we could not forget
the war. Death was among the most bizarre of these strangers; it made
sure that war was never far from our thoughts, even for a moment. We
always knew about war casualties in our neighborhood. Western Union
messengers were frequent and unwelcome visitors in the surrounding
area. I remember holding my breath as a uniformed messenger searched
for a correct address. Fred's mother lived two blocks down from our
house and I dreaded it when a messenger headed that way. After all
these years, thinking back, I was always relieved when the bicycle turned
away from my street. The telegraph carrier became the harbinger of
death-almost every day another son, brother, or father was lost. Gold
stars appeared on many windows, indicating to passersby that proud
mothers had sons serving their country, not just the number of sons lost
in the war. Even after a Western Union visit, though, the stars often
remained in the windows.
The members of my high school graduating class were greatly affected by the war. The class of 1942 was supposed to have the largest
number of graduating seniors in the history of the school. After Pearl
Harbor, though, all the young men who were eighteen or older either
volunteered for the armed forces or were drafted. Consequently, many
diplomas were presented "in absentia." After the war, the young men
who came back seemed so different-so changed, so much older. If they
had not received their diplomas before the war, they chose not to go
back to high school. Many instead applied for a General Education Diploma (GED). Great numbers of the returning GIs, as Government Inductees were called, took advantage of the GI Bill of Rights, a federal program
established to enable the readjustment and education of returning veterans. That law helped many go to colleges or trade schools.
While the war raged on all fronts, it seemed that the whole nation,
like my neighborhood, shared a great feeling of patriotism. Propaganda
about a "just war" and the war to end all wars abounded on the radio, in
the newspapers, and on huge posters depicting Uncle Sam pointing his
finger. War propaganda was pervasive. Many sixteen- and seventeen-year-old youths enlisted. Too young to do so, some had parental
signatures and others simply lied about their ages. Nationalism and camaraderie seemed to permeate American culture, especially among men.
I can remember one young man from our neighborhood who came home
and killed himself when he was classified 4F, which meant not draftable.
His mother said that he could not face his friends knowing he would not
serve at their sides.
Many of the neighborhood boys volunteered in groups and for the
same unit hoping to serve together. They did not always succeed.
Eighteen-year-old men were drafted into the army and had little say
about where and with whom they served. Many of the Barelas youth,
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however, volunteered days before their eighteenth birthday so that they
could choose other branches of the service. Fred and some of his friends
wanted to join the Navy. I have never understood why people who lived
in the desert and swam inmud holes chose to serve at sea. Nevertheless,
in July 1943,Fred and two other young Barelas guys went to the draft
board to volunteer. Only Fred was accepted; the other two were classified 4F. Fred ended up in the Navy with thousands of others, but not
with his friends from Barelas.
My family had no male kin in the service. My father and mother were
all the family my sisters and I had in the United States, and, since the
oldest were all girls, rione of my immediate family went to war. My sisters
and 1, however, had fiancees serving in different war theaters. The armed
forces responded to the manpower shortage by creating service organizations for women such as the Navy WAVEs, the Women's Army Corps
(WACs), the Coast Guard Spars, the Women 's Ai~ Force (WAFs-later
WASPs [Women's Air Force Service Pilots)), and the Women's Auxiliary
Marine Corps. Military service for women began with these wartime associations. During the war, more than 350,000 women served in the different branches of the service. Some served as noncombat air force pilots
at home and abroad and others worked civil service jobs on military
bases. 2
My father, however, with his typical old Mexico morality insisted
that "the service was not the place for nice Mexican women." My sisters
and I felt fortunate not to be drafted. My father would not have us join
the service, but he did not feel lucky that we were all girls. With the
coming of the war, his role changed to include guarding us from the
"foreign" influences invading our world to protecting us from "friendly
fire." Late in 1939, the army leased 2,000 acres ofland near Albuquerque's
municipal airport and began the preliminary stages of construction for a
new army air base. The War Department had decided to locate Kirtrand
Air Force Base near Albuquerque, and that meant hundreds of single
servicemen on the prowl for entertainment and dates. It was not until
June 1941 that the first contingent of bombardier trainees began their
training. On 25 February 1942, Albuquerque Army Air Base officially
became Kirtland Air Force Base. The base became a flight school for
training mechanics, pilots, glider pilots, and navigators. but it was bestknown for the 5,719 bombardier students who had received their training there. By war's end, the base had become a significant fixture in all
the Albuquerque communities as well as in the military world. 3
Before the war, Albuquerque was almost semi rural-definitely a Saturday-night town. The main center of activity was downtown, around
Fourth and Central. In 1937, with the paving completed, the corner of
. Albuquerque's Fourth Street and Central Avenue became the regional
crossroads of the north-south Highway 85 and the legendary highway
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Apprentice Seaman Fred Chavez, Jr. at the United States Federal Post Office building, Gold Avenue side, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Photograph' courtesy of Chavez
family.
.'

Route 66. That same year, the New Mexico Relief and Security Authority
was established to"secure work on road-related federal projects for the
state's unemployed. Although Route 66 had been hard-topped and completed in California and other neighboring states, the surfacing was not
finished across New Mexico until 1937 , finally linking the country from
the coast to coast. 4
Albuquerque's retail businesses and most eating establishments
were located within a ten-block area downtown. Young servicemenfrom
the newly created Kirtland Air Force Base were off on weekends and
they congregated by the hundreds around the shopping areas looking
for company and excitement. My father did not want his daughters to
provide that excitement. He was hard-pressed to use his precious gas-
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rationing stamps to drive around, after work, to the back entrances of
Kress, Woolworth's, and Montgomery Ward stores to get his daughters
out of harm's way~away from the hordes of "foreigners" invading
downtown Albuquerque on Saturday nights.
Looking back through this end of the telescope of time, it seems
almost unbelievable, perhaps ironic, that war brought economic opportunity to the whole nation; even to our Hispanic communitY,but it did.
Prior to World War n, domestic work, waitressing, and laundry were the
only areas of employment open to Spanish or Mexican women. The proportion and numbers of Mexican women working outside the home increased dramatically by 1930. I remember reading somewhere that in 1930
only 10.1 percent of Mexican women wage earners held clerical or salesrelated jobs, but by 1950, 23.9 percent were working in these occupations. The war forced a revolution of ethnic minorities inthe workplace.
Correspondent Jim Stratton writes that, "In a society designed and run
by White men, Blacks, [Mexicans), and women were second-class citizens." He adds that President Roosevelt; during a 1940s Columbus Day
speech told the country that many employers disliked to hire minorities,
bunhat the nation could no longer indulge in such prejudices. ~
Perhaps because of the president's mandate, and certainly"because
of the tremendous labor shortage caused by the draft, opportunities for
employment expanded for white women. As they moved to better paying
positions, the gap theyleft was filled by Hispanas. In 1942, my oldest
sister started working as a salesclerk at Kress, my second siste'r took a
job at Woolworth's, and I went to work at Montgomery Ward. I had to
wait, however, until my seventeenth birthday, even though I had already
graduated from high school. Montgomery Ward and the retail business
then became my life. I was promoted to department manager the following spring. My first duty was managing the Men's Underwear and Accessories department. A woman running a men's department would have
been unheard of before the war, and even women's departments were
headed by male managers. By my eighteenth birthday, I was in charge of
Housewares, one of the larger departments. Comparing President
Clinton's aim of$5.00 an hour minimum wage and the current, traditional
forty-hour work week to my wartime twenty-five-cents-an-hour for a
forty-eight hour week seems almost surreal. But then, so do the social
and economic roles of today's women.
The existence of an air force base in the Albuquerque vicinity
changed more than the economic patterns of the area. The new government industry disturbed the demographic, cultural, and social lifestyle
of our neighborhood. There was a tremendous influx of young, mostly
unmarried, Anglo men into our quiet and unsophisticated southwestern
city. Most of the servicemen were lonely and away from home, many
probably for the first time. To us, they mirrored the images that fiIled the
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pages of the daily letters from neighborhood boys-letters that were
gutted by the thorough scrutiny of war information censors. In fact,
some of the letters were so heavily edited that the only words left were
occasional "and"s, "the"s, and salutations. I remember Fred wrote often
and asked me to send him something, but the words were always cut out
by the censors. It was not until after he came home that I found out what
he had been trying to communicate. He told me that he had been asking
me to 'send him some gum hoping that I could decipher that his unit was
stationed on Guam. He was part of the Naval Construction Battalion, or
the "SeaBees," who built the landing strips for the famous B-29s that
the United States used to bomb Japanese installations. Unfortunately,
time and circumstances obliterated all our precious correspondence and
now we only have our memories as reminders of that time.
World War II brought many demographic changes to Albuquerque.
as well. For example. many Kirtland soldiers married local Hispanas and
settled in Albuquerque. creating more Anglo-surnamed families that were
actually biracial. Other servicemen fell in love with the Southwest and
brought their families to live here after the war. In 1942, Albuquerque,
the Southwest, and even our neighborhood were as foreign to people
from other parts of the United States as they were to us. Prior to World
War II, each section of the country was a different world.
The war also created shortages and calls for rationing from all Americans. We all had to save gas and families received ration stamps allocating a set number of gallons per week or month. Using less gasoline was
not really unbearable for my family. We lived close to town and walked
everywhere anyway. Encouraged by war propaganda to ride bicycles
and save gas, my sisters and I bought and learned to ride our family's
first bicycle. Albuquerque even briefly had its own Women's Bicycle
Corps. We also heard rumors that women would act as messengers in
case of an attack because of the proximity of the base. 6
Rationing, shortages, and war bond drives became a way of life for
all civilians and the people of Barelas were no exception. We all voluntarily deducted money (about twenty-five cents) from each weekly paycheck to buy war bonds. Fred and I used my bonds-worth three hundred
seventy-eight dol1ars-for the down payment on our home. which cost
three hundred eighty dol1ars. We still live in that house today. For my
family, meat and sugar rationing did cause some inconveniences. As we
had during the Depression. we continued gardening, maintaining a socalled "victory garden" that included vegetables and fruit trees. We
also raised chickens and a nanny goat. The chickens and eggs were
lifesavers; they were not subject to rationing and proved a great source
of protein for our family of twelve-ten children and my folks. Sugar was
at a premium. Sometimes, it was unavailable even if we had ration coupons. We used honey, therefore, as a sweetener, which worked quite
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...
Carmen R. Chavez walking west on Central Avenue, 1946, Albuquerque, New
Mexico. Photograph courtesy of Chavez family.

well. But for me, the hardest thing was not having any meat. While I was
working, the evening meal was served early to accommodate my father's
schedule. By the time my older sisters and I arrived home most evenings, there was little to eat besides beans and vegetables so J might not
have gotten meat anyway. We could buy bologna andbacon at the little
neighborhood store since they were not rationed. But soon, we grew so
sick of bologna that we could not even look at it; bacon, meanwhile,
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became too expensive to have every day. Bacon did prove useful in
other ways. The fat was another component of the war. We saved cans
of fat and took them to designated collection centers for use as munitions and machinery grease. We recycled nearly everything for the war
effort. Ironically, my sisters and I survived on a healthy wartime diet
that consisted of little red meat and few sweets.
World War II also prompted changes in clothing and fashions worn
not only by my family, but my neighbors. Slacks became fashionable and
acceptable everyday wear for women. Seeing the current-day ease and
acceptance of trousers as women's apparel, it's almost unbelievable that
my sisters and I had to ask permission from our parents and from our
employers in order to wear slacks during the war. For women, slacks
were a successful and instantaneous fashion innovation. Female employment in wartime industrial work and women's entrance into the military world were probably responsible for these changes. Men's fashions
changed also, but less dramatically. In an effort to save material for more
crucial service uniforms, manufacturers made cuffless trousers and coats
that sported narrower lapels.
I found that the disappearance of sheer prewar silk stockings seemed
like the greatest of hardships. The rayon stockings that replaced the
war-essential silks were ugly, heavy, and impossible to keep in place.
Sheer nylon stockings were not available until war industries invented
synthetic fabrics. Of course, during the war years, we all understood
that silk was needed for wartime parachutes, so we put up with the rayon
stockings, though we hated them.
Another innovation brought about by the war was the introduction
of synthetic detergents that changed the soap industry and replaced
the fat, glycerine, and lye laundry soap that we had previously used.
During World War II, the scarcity of animal fat and vegetable oil created
a shortage of soap. Housewives were asked to save lard, bacon, and
other animal fats for the war effort. Scientists, for their part, were obliged
to formulate a replacement for the much needed soap. By the end of the
war, new detergents were accepted for industrial as well as household
use. 7
I remember that even for men either too old or 4F, working conditions changed. My father was a machinist for the Santa Fe Railroad.
During the war years. he never worked his regular week. Barelas railroaders, along with the rest of the nation, worked endlessly around the
clock for the war effort. The nation's railroads were at peak activity with
the movement of troops and war materials. so my father's work week was
never really over. He had no sons to offer his adoptive country, so he
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Wartime introduction of slacks for
women, 1943. (Left to right) Carmen
R. Chavez, sister Magdalena, and
brother Frank in the back yard of family home, Albuquerque. Photograph
courtesy of Rodriguez family.

Carmen R. Chavez (center) with
friends in front of Albuquerque's
Alvarado Hotel/Santa Fe Railroad
station courtyard. Photograph courtesy .of Rodriguez family.
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gave of himself. Men who worked for the railroad were encouraged to
promote railroad work to their sons; my father did so to several young
men from our neighborhood. He was especially successful with the young
men who sought to meet his daughters.
Like many neighborhood families, my family did not remain completely intact during the war. Albuquerque neighborhoods, like the rest
of the country, had lines of couples making the traditional trip to the
altar as soon as the servicemen were discharged. Fred Chavez and I were
going to get married during the war, but since we were only seventeen
and eighteen respectively, our parents would not hear of it. So, we
planned to elope.
Fred knew he was going to the South Pacific even though he had
trained in Norfolk, Virginia. It was only logical, we thought, that he would
go across the Uni ted States to get to the Pacific coast. Well, God and the
navy had other plans and they took him around the Panama Canal on the
North Star, a troop ship. Another reason for transporting troops on
ships was due to the heavy burden placed on railroads by the army's
redeployment of troops and war materials across the United States. s
Consequently, Fred and I did not see each other again for two-and-ahalf years. I missed him terribly, but ironically got to know him better
while he was gone because I spent more time with his family. Our letters
also proved a valuable way to get to know each other, in spite of the
censors. We had to really explain things in order to convey how we were
feeling so that the other could understand. We were finally married three
months after Fred was discharged and my sisters each got married soon
after that. In my family, other weddings created extended relationships
and increased the number in our immediate family considerably. These
postwar marriages completed the disruption of the once tightknit Barelas
community.
Although the war lasted only a few years, the transformations it
wrought have lasted several lifetimes. The sheltered Hispanic men and
women who grew up in Barelas saw different worlds and experienced
different lives. They could never again live their lives of the prewar
years. It seemed everyone wanted something different. The government,
with its GI Bill for education, made it possible for men-even those from
lower-income families-to go to college. The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) made long-term, low-interest housing available for re-'
turning GIs and their families. Many returning veterans did not want to
seek housing in their old neighborhoods, and there was a mass exodus
to suburbs for reasonably-priced housing. This migration created new
neighborhoods and drained older inner city areas.
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Carmen R. Chavez on a Sunday afternoon bicycle ride at the corner of Fourth
Street and Hazeldine Avenue. Albuquerque. New Mexico. 1945. Pholograph courtesy of Rodriguez family.

Women, too, had new expectations. My sisters and I tried to return
to accepted, prewar female roles, but through earning our own wages,
we had a taste of independence we hadn't known before the war. We
retained a restless yearning for that financial freedom we had enjoyed
during wartime. As I look back today, I cannot believe that I bought into
the nationwide propaganda calls for women to leave wartime jobs and to
go back to the kitchen. But I did. I gave up my job, mainly because most
employed women, including me, felt a social backlash as returning troops
pushed female workers out of their wartime employment. It was hard,
though, giving up my job. My sisters and I had learned how wonderful it
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was to have our own paycheck and our own money. It was hard to have
to go back to receiving an allowance from men. The women of my neighborhood had changed as much as the men who went to war. We had
developed a feeling of self-confidence and a sense of worth. We may
not have changed our lives very much but we have been there to encourage our daughters to broaden their horizons. We, the women who
came of age during World War II, feel that we changed. And, although
many of us had to go back to the domestic sphere, we retained the spirit
of change. I think that we helped create a somewhat different world for
our daughters and granddaughters. A world where anything is possible.
Not easy, perhaps, but possible.
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Patriotism, Pragmatism, and
Prostitution: Interplay of Class,
Political, Gender, and Medical Issues
in the Borderlands
JOy WIERSEMA

I met Sarita in the Conga, a house of prostitution in Nogales, Sonora,
Mexico. I This particular house of iII-repute boasted of a rather notorious .and prosperous past, and although the dub had seen better days,
one could still detect traces of its past elegance. A small, compact woman
of fifty-four, Sarita's seamless face belied her age. She ushered me into
her "room." Decorated in pretty pastels, with a candle-laden shrine to
the Virgin Mary blazing in one corner and the sounds of an American
television show emanating from the other, I entered Sarita's private room
at the back of the club and sat down on her bed-the only place available. Sarita proudly informed me that she no longer really "worked" at
the Conga. Instead, she tall ied up and dispensed the number of fichas
(tokens) each woman earned nightly. Tokens were issued to prostitutes
for various reasons, most importantly from customers who bought the
women drinks. Sarita explained that her job was really of the utmost
importance. Although she has worked in the Conga zona for much of her
adult life, Sarita hopes to retire within a year to spend time with her
family.2The following excerpt from an oral interview with Sarita illustrates how marginalized women involved in borderland prostitution can
reveal much about the state, international relations, issues of public
health, public morals, and dass relations.
J was the eldest of thirteen children born in Tapalpa. a pueblito
(little town) in Jalisco. Mexico.. in 1940. 1 moved to Guadalajara.
Mexico with my family when 1 was veryyoung. My parents did not have
much money. but J still managed to find enough time to meet my boyJoy Wiersema will received her MA in Latin American history from the University of Arizona, Tucson, in December 1995. She is currently working for Teach for
America as a fourth-grade bilingual instructor in the Rio Grande Valley.
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friend who later became my husband. Sadly, he died in a car accident
in 1961. 1 was three months pregnant at the time and when my husband
died 1 didn't want to think about anything, not even eating, 1 only
wanted to sleep. 1 thought life had no meaning. But when 1 had my
child 1 thought 1 had to continue living, for him and my family. After
delivering the baby, 1 moved in with my parents and spent three years
after my little boy s birth in my parent shame.
Then I came to Nogales, Sonora, after some friends ofmine told me
how much money I could make there. That was why a lot of women
came, because they knew someone who told them that they should come
and make lots of money. I worked in a woman s house for a while as a
servant but soon moved back to Guadalajara. In 1965 I returned to
Nogales because my family needed money and went to work in the
Mona Lisa, an elegant and popular cabaret. Atfirst I was very ashamed,
and would not even talk to anyone, but I soon gained confidence and
began to work as a prostitute. I left the Mona Lisa after only three
months when my son became very ill and had to have an operation. I
nursed him back to health and returned to the Mona Lisa in 1967. but
things were ve,:v different. A II the girls that worked there in 1965 got
along very well, but now they fought all the time over silly things; like
because they were drunk. Myoid patron a, Maria Bejarano, was a very
good woman. She protected us from disease, dressed us well and tried
very hard to please us. But she had diabetes, which had caused her to
become blind, and she died when 1 returned. Her husband sold everything, and so 1 moved to the Conga.
This place was really fancy and the patrona treated us very well,
plus the women did not fight with one another. We even had our own
private doctor who checked us every week to make sure we were healthy.
At the Mona Lisa we went to the same doctor as everyone else in the
zona. 1 never had any bad diseases, syphilis, gonorrhea. cancer, 1 never
had any of them. The doctor gave us injections and we had protection.
When a client came into our room we would say "Let me see su miembro
[your penis). .. If we saw something we did not like we did not take
their money. We had classes where the nurses showed us films about
what types ofsymptoms to lookfor in a man and how a woman feels who
has a disease. There was not an offiCial system to check out the men,
but my duefias [madams} always told me to do it. The money was always very good and I was able to send a lot ofmoney back to my family
and support my son. Around that time we made about three dollars and
fifty centsfor twenty minutes or twenty dollars per night. I worked with
all types ofwomen: Americans, Mexicans. Philippines Isic!. Japanese,
and our clients came from everywhere also. But we mostly had Americans and rich Mexicans.
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At that time the zona was very busy; every night the entire block
was filled with cars, and there were almost too many soldiers. Every
Wednesdaywe got a free day where we could go downtown to do our
shopping, otherwise we had to stay within the zona. We could bring
one bag and we had to turn that over to the police when we returned.
Some women dressed and acted improperly when they went shopping,
but 1 never did. 1 always dressed very decently and acted in a very
proper manner so 1 never had any problems. 1 think that was the best
way to be.
There was a lot ofoppression by the police, and they were very bad
to us; if they saw us in a restaurant they would talk to the patron and
make them pay a fine. You had to get permission from the police to do
everything: to go to the doctor, to go to the bank with the money, your
house, to see your children, for everything. Some women did not always follow these rules. We were' supposed to obey, but some women
found it easy to leave. But if the police saw them they gOI in trouble.
and then the patron had to come and pay money to get them out of
trouble. A lot of women met and married rich foreign men. One of my
friends, Cynthia, met a millionaire who was on vacation in Mexico.
She married him and moved back to Michigan. where she now has
children. Other women retired and lived in Nogales. In the past. people
may have criticized prostitution but those in the centro / center oftown}
more or less accepted us as we brought them a lot ofbusiness. Plus we
shopped there ourselves.
1 always have felt ashamed to be a prostitute; shame. much shame.
1 did not want to work as a prostitute, but then J always thought ofmy
family. My family needed money to go to school. to live. and so J continued working. J was the oldest and so J had to work to help out my
younger brothers and sisters; J made a lot of money. Now they are all
happy and have good jobs. So now that J don 1 have to worry about
them anymore 1 can quit this job and move into my house. Maybe I will
quit in a year or so. J
Sarita's history illustrates the rich and virtually untapped possibilities for the study of marginalized women involved in borderlands prostitution. Her story contains many classic elements of marginalization:
namely economic need, migration, matrilocal family structure, and strict
state regulation. Yet, in spite of the potential for investigation, few scholars have adequately examined the topic. This essay attempts to partially
close this gap in borderlands scholarship through an examination of
prostitution regulation. In particular, this study will focus upon Nogales,
Sonora, although information from other border cities will be included.
In a tourist-centered economy, oriented toward United States servicemen and foreign tourists, prostitutes formed an integral part of the
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borderlands economic community. Cabarets and other establishments
that employed prostitutes not only attracted outside business, but also
generated a considerable amount of municipal tax revenues and provided an important financial outlet for economically marginal women. 4
Ironically, in light of the integral role of prostitutes in the economy,
borderlands communities severely circumscribed their lives with strict
rules and regulations. Th~. rationale for the regulatory measures of the
borderlands zonas de to/erancia (circumscribed areas that permitted
prostitution) yields insights into broader topics, including diplomatic
relations and cooperation between the United States and Mexican governments, political infighting between local, state and federal governments, and issues of class, morality, and health.
The influence and actual drive behind the regulation of borderlands
prostitution cannot be traced to a single source. Various factors contributed to the debates surrounding the proper "handling" of prostitutes
and the business of prostitution. The situation of cities, such as Nogales,
located on the international boundary with the United States, posed a
special and most pecul iar situation. In the 1940s and 1950s, transborder
movement reached a peak. Many military personnel stationed in the border region spent their paychecks in Mexican border cities. The time soldiers and tourists spent in the zonas worried American officials concerned
about the spread of venereal disease. Thus, an exami nation into the
diplomatic measures employed to address this problem provides a unique
empirical avenue into United States-Mexico relations.
Initially, instead of closing down the border to deal with the control
of venereal disease. American officials regulated the behavior of their
own personnel and citizens. By the mid-1940s, authorities reached a
general consensus on border-crossing rules. Naval personnel from the
Eleventh Naval District, which encompassed much of the southwestern
United States from California to New Mexico, were permitted to spend
time in bordertowns in uniform with identification cards and passes signed
by the commanding officer. The ensefiada (border town region) included
any town within seventy-five miles of the international boundary. Military authorities limited such liberty to men of good conduct, and stipulated that they needed to remain circumspect in behavior during their
time in Mexico. Rules limited regular visits to one day only, not to begin
before 8:00 a.m. and not to exceed II :00 p.m. In order to further maintain
order, officials granted passes to no more than 5 percent of the enlisted
men at anyone time. j
Military authorities also restricted specific ports of entry for various reasons. In 1943, regulations prohibited naval personnel from enteringMexico through bordertowns in Arizona, New Mexico, and California's
Imperial Valley. This prohibition caused some confusion and agitation
as reflected in a letter Brigadier General Thoburn K. Brown sent to the
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commandant in 1943 that asked for clarification. He complained that many
naval personnel from Phoenix, Arizona, traveled to Nogales only to be
refused entry once they reached the border. General Brown's confusion
stemmed from the fact that the War Department permitted army personnel to visit Mexico inside ofa twenty-kilometer zone. In spite of Brown's
queries, by 1945 only Nogales, Sonora, remained on the prohibited list
for unspecified reasons. 6
In order to more specifically combat venereal contagion, military
authorities situated prophylaxis stations on the American side of
bordertowns. For example, in 1943 the military established a "Sanitary
and First Aid Station" in Tijuana for military and civilian personnel at
any time during the day or night. Commanding officers encouraged returning servicemen to take advantage of the available health services.
Many apparently heeded the advice of their superior officers as reports
on the use of border stations far outnumbered other stations established further away from the border. 7
By the late 1940s, venereal disease control along the border necessitated further action by American and Mexican officials. Monthly venereal disease control reports for the Eleventh Naval District regularly
cited Tijuana as the prime site of exposure and subsequent contagion
for military personnel. Any increases or decreases in the venereal disease rate attributable to Tijuana warranted the attention of the appropriate officials. The rise in venereal disease rates intensified border crossing
issues. Newspapers reported on periodic threats to close down the border in order to eliminate high incidents of venereal infection tracked
back to Tijuana. Reports in 1948 and 1949 indicate a tough stance from
American officials interested in cleaning up Tijuana. In January 1949,
Senator Harley M. Kilgore, a Democrat from West Virginia, visited the
Tijuana area and urged an investigation into the situation. He wrote to
Senator Millard Tydings, chair of the Armed Services Committee, "that
unless the incidence of venereal disease in Tijuana could be diminished
considerably, it might be advisable for the Armed Services Committee to
recommend to the Navy that it declare the Tijuana area off-limits to
Naval personnel."8 Other officials, such as Major General E.P. Parker,
Armed Forces Disciplinary Board chair, doubted that authorities would
accomplish anything without closing the border. He complained that a
Tijuana venereal disease investigation in June 1947 eventually proved
unsuccessful when the civil administration switched hands in November. After the change in Tijuana city government, the infection rate increased dramatically as over half of the new infection cases for the
Eleventh District had an origin traceable to Tijuana. Major General Parker
indicated that he did not expect, nor would he accept, a repeat perfor-
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mance in Tijuana. To support his recommendation, he cited a drop of 75
percent in new infection rates after the 1948 when Matamoros, Mexico
was deemed off limits to military perso~nel stationed in Texas. 9
In spite of the tough talk about closing the border, officials appeared
hesitant to completely shut it down as Commandant B.B. Bieri commented
that "closing the border to military personnel will attract undesirable
elements to San Diego and may result in conditions less desirable than
those which at present exist. There 'would be a definite increase in the
San Diego rate." In his opinion, closing the border to uniformed military
personnel would only cause the establishment of little shops renting
inexpensive civilian clothing for servicemen to use. 10 ,
Mexican officials had concerns of their own regarding the large numbers of American servicemen who visited the bordertowns. A 1948 report on the Mexican border cited seven and one~half disciplinary
infractions per week by military personnel in the Tijuana area. Most of
these infractions involved drunken and disorderly conduct that led to
rowdy, destructive, and insolent behavior. Offenses ranged from the case
of a WAVE (Women Appointed for Voluntary Emergency Service) arrested for being so inebriated as to not know who or where she was, to
a sailor arrested for an altercation with the Tijuana police in which he
broke the watch of one of the officers. Perhaps one of the worst cases
involved a sailor from the USS Mervine, arrested for assaulting a Mexican civilian and his pregnant wife; Apparently, he grabbed the woman
by her "privates" and struck her husband, cutting his forehead seriously. Abuse worked both ways, however, as in a 1944 case when American officials charged two Mexican policemen with excessive force against
a Marine private on leave in Mexicali. II
Before Senator Kilgore called .for a drastic cleanup, officials attempted to decrease the incidence of venereal infe,ction. In 1945, authorities from the border areas in both countries convened in EI Paso,
Texas and then Ciudad Juarez, Mexico at the United States-Mexico Border Public Health Association to discuss possible cooperative strategies to battle dangerous levels of venereal contagion. 12 A December
1946 letter from General lB. Oldendorf, the commandant of the Eleventh
Naval District, to General Juan Felipe Rico, the commandant of the Second Military Zone of Mexico, aptly demonstrates the mutual respect,
cooperation, and non-confrontational relationship that exhibited between some borderlands officials. Oldendorf wrote:
We have made ,a great deal of progress in our controls of liquor
sales both in San Diego and Tijuana.... However, there still
exists the age-old problem of venereal disease control, and again
as military men, I am sure you and I will find a common means of
solving this problem in behalf of our people.... I would greatly
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appreciate your study of the matter and will welcome from you
any suggestion that will counter a situation which threatens to
force me into an action I would deeply regret-that of having to
prohibit general visiting in Tijuana by personnel of the Navy
and Marine Corps. I feel that our years of practical military experience permit me to frankly discuss the situation which is giving
me deepest concern: ... I appreciate that you and your civil
leaders also are aware ofthe need for some urgent corrective·to
halt the spread of the dread disease menacing our respective
people.... I await your suggestions, with the knowledge that,
together, we again can defeat a common enemy. 13
By 1948, the United States Central Armed Forces Disciplinary Control Board passed along suggestions for the elimination ofthe venereal
contagion threat posed by the bordertowns.Plans were in the works for
a joint American-Mexican action that would involve not only officials,
but business and civic organizations in order to ensure the success of
the endeavor. Within a year, the United States Department of State and
the Pan-American Sanitary Bureau, represented by Dr. Joseph A. Spoto
and Dr. JohnR. Murdock, arranged with Dr. I. Morones, Mexico's director of health, for a visit to those Mexican border cities viewed as sources.
of venereal infection for military personnel. Tijuana was on their list of
suspects as officials from the United States Health Service; the
Pan-American Sanitary Bureau, and Mexico's Health Department visited this city and Mexicali on 21 January 1949. 14
Despite increased pressure on and public criticism of American diplomats, military officials refrained from declaring the bordertowns "out
of bounds." Senator Kilgore claimed that Commandant Bieri's inaction
regarding the matter of venereal disease control in Tijuana prompted his
transfer to the United Nations Security Council in New York, and Kilgore
praised the swift actions of the Secretary of the Navy in the matter.
Kilgore's smug accusations sparked tempers in the border region, however, as Captain Ross A. Dierdof, the public information officer of the
Eleventh Naval District, commented: "It's a shame that the career of one
of the finest men I've ever known has to be slurred by a politician not fit
for the Admiral towip.e his shoes on."IS
Nevertheless, border. officials c~ntinued their cooperative efforts,
partly because of a presidentiarinjunction to all Mexican governors of
border states to enforce the regulations and. laws regarding prostitution. In a conference with the Department of State and Admiral Louis
Denfeld, the Chief of Naval OperatiQOs; American officials deCided that
perhaps the best means of influencing Mexican authorities was to invite.
them to the monthly mee'tings of the Armecl Forces Disciplinary ControlBoard in San Diego. Here, Mexican offiCials:would have the opportunity
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to witness the effective cooperation of this board with the American
public to control venereal disease. The State Department hoped that
after a few meetings a discussion of the problem in Tijuana could be
tactfully addressed. The American consul in Tijuana, Waldo Bailey, delivered invitations to the Mexican consul, Tijuana's police chief, and
city health officials in the interest of discussing "mutual problems" of
"mutual interest." 16 Thereafter, these officials established the "Tijuana
Project for Control along the U.S.-Mexico-border area" effective the
first of September 1949.
The border project involved the cooperation of the United States
Public Health Service, the army and navy medical services, the California State Health Department, and the federal and territorial authorities of
Mexico in order to improve the "conditions associated with flagrant prostitution and allied vice in the border area ... [to] benefit not only naval
personnel, but the citizens of the United States and Mexico as well."17
Although efforts in the United States to combat venereal disease involved a complete suppression of prostitution, the Tijuana project had
slightly different aims. Officials hoped to better regulate prostitution in
order to eliminate potential contagion danger. Reports demonstrated a
marked improvement, but problems still existed as only 55 percent of all
prostitutes routinely visited the Tijuana clinic, in spite of continued
efforts by border officials. Nevertheless, the program continued into the
1950s after a two-year progress report favorably gauged the overall
success of the project. A commandant personally recommended the continued cooperation of the program when a dramatic decrease in venereal
infection rates traceable to Tijuana was reported. Rates decreased from
a high of 15.5 per thousand in 1949 to 11.9 per thousand in 1951. 18
For some officials in the United States the successful results of the
Tijuana project did not come quickly enough. Senator Kilgore demanded
that the border be closed, so a hurried agreement between the United
States military and State Department, Public Health Service,
Pan-American Sanitary Bureau, and the Mexican Minister ofHealth could
be reached. The agreement stipulated the following: the Mexican government would support venereal disease control programs throughout
the border region; the Pan-American Sanitary Bureau would assume the
supervision of these programs; the same bureau would implement a plan
of action; and, Mexican law enforcement agencies would support the
agreed-upon medical controls.
The influence of this agreement throughout the borderlands is difficult to gauge. In Sonora, the effects may be viewed through meetings,
held in Nogales, Arizona beginning in 1955, of the United States-Mexico
Border Public Health Association to discuss venereal contagion contro1. 19
Moreover, relations between local officials in Nogales, Arizona and
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Nogales, Sonora also exhibited a similar spirit of cooperation like their
counterparts in Tijuana and California. Louis Sotomayor, chief of police
in Nogales, Arizona during the.l940s and 1950s, commented on the "closeness" of the police forces in the Ambos (both) Nogales communities.
This allowed for the elimination of "red tape," and Sotomayor attributed
the relatively "trouble-free" Arizona side in part to these close ties, but
also to the booming business in prostitution on the Sonoran side as he
commented:
We were on a first name basis with the police department over
there. . . . We needed them and they needed us. . . . If you
wanted to keep law and order you needed each other's cooperation. Mexico does not have an extradition pact ... they will not
turn over one of their people.... They [prostitutes] couldn't
compete over here.... They used to brag that we had no prostitution and' took credit for it because we had such good law
enforcement units ... nah, they just couldn't compete;20
In the United States, officials opted to completely suppress all prostitution in order to better protect the military and civil populations. This
strategy did not solve the problem in the borderlands, however, where
military authorities had to deal with prostitution in Mexico as well as the
United States. Nonetheless, border officials from both Mexico and the
United States displayed a very practical approach to the problems prostitution posed. Neither an imposition of American values, nor a blatant
disregard by Mexican officials for the concerns and needs of American
authorities accounted for prostitution control. Instead, border authori~
ties opted for the employment of a cooperative spirit to battle what they
considered a common enemy.
The influence American officials exerted concerning the control of
venereal disease in the United States coincided with similar concerns in
Mexico and affected the regulatory legislation passed throughout the
1940s and 1950s. Along with the economic development of northern
Mexico, border cities, including Nogales, embarked on ambitious city
beautification and morally edifying "projects" to encourage modernity
and order in their fledgling communities. Within this program, prostitution became a "contested terrain," and the regulation of women's bodies
in Mexico served as a "stage" where various federal, state, and local
struggles were played out. In Nogales, two "phases" of prostitution
control can be determined, although a great deal of overlap occurred.
First, in the early- and mid-1940s, a rhetoric of repression, couched in
patriotic terms and espoused by federal and state officials, replaced a
previous policy of pragmatic regulation. By the 1950s, however, a more
pragmatic approach again gained salience, although it was accompanied
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by renewed efforts to clean up the border with definite moralistic and
.class overtones. In both phases, a conflict between rhetoric and reality
existed, and the prostitute stood as a symbol of revilement, as a "problem" to be fixed either through repression or regulation.
In the early 1940s, Sonoran legislators embarked upon an ambitious
plan to make Sonoran cities better for those belonging to una vida
civilizada (a civilized life), and their attention once again turned to prostitution. By the mid"":twentieth century, Mexican federal law did not prohibit prostitution, a situation that caused tremendous variance in the
organization of centros de vicio (centers of vice). Yet, as early as 1930,
the Sonoran Codigo Sanitario (Sanitation Code) delineated the boundaries of the commercial prostitution area (zona). Many other cities possessed a zona. Typically, sanitation authorities established the areas by
prohibiting cabarets in downtown districts or within 500 meters of
schools, churches, or public walkways. Article 389 of the 1930 Sonoran
code prohibited prostitutes from attending churches, theaters, or walking in public areas where they could be easily identified. Furthermore, a
meretrice (prostitute) diagnosed with a venereal disease was interned at
a hospital until her "cure" or until the doctor permitted her departure. 21
Another 1930 law the state legislature passed, Ley que Aprueba e/
Reg/amento de Prostituci6n (Law that Approves the Regulation of Prostitution), augmented the C6digo Sanitario. The statute demanded that
all female prostitutes submit to medical exams, registration, and civic
regulation. After a medical exam, prostitutes received "patents" to work,
which they were required to carry at all times. In order to continue working, every registered prostitute had to submit to health inspections every Saturday. In addition, prostitutes were not permitted to live outside
the zona, to leave the area and mix with the general populace, or to have
minors of either sex in the bordellos, even their own children. 22
These regulations and restrictions circumscribing the lives of the
prostitutes may have achieved particular salience distinguishing between
the middle- and upper-classes, the gente decente (the respectable
people), and the lower classes, but not necessarily prostitutes. For example, women could be defined as prostitutes if they frequented cabarets or lived in one, acted in a publicly licentious manner, or if they
contracted a venereal disease while unmarried. Clearly, these distinctions gave officials significant leeway in defining who was a prostitute,
and it is almost certain that abuse occurred.
A 1940 revision of the federal C6digo Sanitario indicated a change
in policy as the new legislation specifically targeted anti-venereal disease reform. Dr. Enrique Villela of the Mexican federal health department
recorded the new anti-venereal legislation and provided commentary
and helpful solutions to the problem of prostitution. Although not prohibited, prostitution was considered undesirable as Villela cited statis-
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tics that indicated a 95 percent venereal infection rate for all prostitutes.
Thus, the law targeted prostitution as a "dangerous" and "anti-social"
activity; officials subsequently believed they needed to reduce the number of prostitutes. In spite of the abolitionist rhetoric, the new legislation included prostitutes in its program. They were still required to submit
to medical exams and regulation as public health depended, in large part,
on the success of the anti-venereal disease campaign reforms within
the prostitute population. 23
Amendments to the Codigo Penal (penal code) also exhibited a more
abolitionist tone. Article 199 reflected the perceived threat posed by
venereal infection by defining venereal contagion as a part of Delito de
Lesiones, or crimes of physical harm or damage. The article penalized
any infected person who knowingly endangered the health of another
individual by engaging in sexual relations. Denoted as a particularly
heinous crime because it endangered not only the individual but also
the "biological soundness" of the race, a conviction included up to
three years in prison and a fine of up to $3,000 pesos. The law generally
exempted married people unless one spouse filed a complaint. This nueva
moraJidad (new morality) intended to eliminate much of the danger of
contagion through reforms directed toward organized, commercial prostitution. 24
A patriotic rhetoric of repression soon replaced these
semi-pragmatic policies as matters relating to national defense obfuscated the larger issues of public health and venereal disease control.
With the onset of World War II, President Manuel Avila Camacho issued
several presidential decrees dealing with matters pertaining to national
and civil defense. In June 1942, the president suspended certain constitutional rights for as long as Mexico remained in a state of war with
Germany, Italy, and Japan. Article four of this decree reserved the right
to impose on all departments of the Public Administration any modifications necessary for the effective defense of national territory and the
maintenance of fundamental institutions. In September, President
Camacho mobilized all sectors of the civil population and took the necessary measures to guarantee maximum production and to centralize
defense under government-designated civil defense authorities. 25
The regulation of prostitution fell under the scrutiny offederal officials, and President Camacho issued a letter to all state governors in
September 1942, urging the closure of all zonas in Sonora. Camacho
charged that prostitution caused inefficiency in the military and civilian
populations, that it served as the main medium for disseminating venereal disease, and that vice centers often became focal points for dangerous activities and bases for subversive or disloyal elements. In the
interest of self-defense, Camacho asked that each state government
begin a campaign of education and repression of prostitution. He pro-
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posed to completely close the zonas and end periodic medical exams.
The president demanded the cooperation of federal, state, territorial,
and municipal authorities to ensure the accomplishment ofthese goals,
and he held up the program in Ciudad Juarez as an exemplar for all to
follow. 26
Tired of the problems that accompanied a zona, Ciudad Juarez officials began their Campana contra la Prostituci6n y las Enfermadades
Venereas (Campaign Against Prostitution and Venereal Disease) in 1942
in conjunction with the United States and the Washington, D.C.-based
Pan-American Sanitary Office. Local authorities attributed their initial
ideas to "European nations, advanced in culture and human civilization
[who] after arriving at the end of very serious studies and experiments
of all classes arrived at the conclusion that the zones of tolerance, established since time immemorial, were useless for controlling these diseases. "27 In light of what they and President Camacho viewed as a very
successful and complete repression of prostitution, Ciudad Juarez authorities referred to their efforts as a guide for others to follow, or "the
torch that you carry in your hands, will be a guide not only for Ciudad
Juarez and EI Paso, Texas, United States of North America, but for all the
nation."28
In response to these presidential injunctions, Governor Anselmo
Valenzuela of Sonora stated his firm belief in the importance of eradicating prostitution centers, and he mentioned that his state had been working toward the abolition of laws regulating prostitution. Governor
Valenzuela transmitted the president's injunctions to all municipal presidents with explicit instructions to implement the necessary measures to
put the president's orders into practice. In 1943, the new Sonoran governor, General Abelardo L. Rodriguez, "cheerfully" offered the maximum
collaboration of all officials from the state of Sonora in achieving the
"highest efficacy in repressing prostitution. "29
Although the governors heartily endorsed and attempted to implement the ambitious prostitution repression program, evidence from the
municipality of Nogales suggests that local officials, cabaret owners,
and prostitutes did not heed the president's injunctions. Newspapers
frequently reported on the continued existence of the zona and complained about the blatant disregard local authorities had for the orders
of the governor. The governor ordered the closure of Sonora's zonas in
late 1942, but several articles in 1943 and 1944 cited robberies in the
district and complained about the establishment of EI Tivoli, reportedly
a house of prostitution located between a school and a hospitapO Other
articles bluntly attacked the conduct of city officials. Perhaps in an attempt to shame local authorities into action, a 1943 article printed the
names of those officials who ignored the law and singled out the cabarets and the names of their owners who offered the services of prosti-
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tutes in overt disregard for the presidential decree and gubernatorial
orders. 31
The most bombastic and sarcastic article directly indicted local officials for their hypocrisy. The press continued to receive numerous reports from city officials that the zona did not exist, in spite of the
numerous robberies and other incidents in the brothels, suggesting it
continued to exist. Perhaps to quell criticism, an agent of the Public
Ministry staged a raid of the zona, but the raid uncovered no evidence
of prostitution. Furthermore, the dueiias of those establishments involved in the raids signed a deposition certifying that the raids did
occur and that they had no future intentions of violating the law in their
establishments. In response to these staged raids and authoritative insistence that the zona did not exist, a reporter wryly commented: "It has
been more than 300 years since Galileo proposed that the Earth moved
and the Sun was the center of our planetary system. An ignorant tribunal passed down a sentence of heresy and negated the scientific theory
established by Copernicus, another great wise one, and nevertheless
the Earth continued to move, notwithstanding that the official truth
would change the order of the planetary system. "32
With the beginning of the post-war period, the prostitute debate
shifted away from the impractical repression rhetoric to a more pragmatic policy designed to "protect" the community from possible moral
and physiological contagion. A broader nationwide fight against vice
figured into these debates. A 1954 newspaper article detailed the renewed efforts to fight against vice in order to protect the family, "the
nerve of the nation." The national program, according to the president
of the campaign, Ignacio Martin del Campo, aimed to mobilize all sectors
of society to attain the "ambitious" and "noble" goal.)) The prostitute,
as a symbol ofrevilement, assumed an even more salient position as the
people of Nogales, with more moralistic than patriotic overtones, intensified their efforts to "clean up" their city, to rid the community of the
danger of venereal disease, and to further define the line of demarcation
between the gente decente and those of the lower classes-particularly,
but not exclusively, prostitutes.
The 1955 C6digo Penal for the state of Sonora reflected the more
pragmatic attitude toward prostitution and emphasized a need to protect
the precarious morality of some components of society. Unlike the federal code of 1940, which distinctly specified the particulars of this crime
in the interest ofrepressing organizedprostitution, the new 1955 state
code defined lenocinio (pandering) more broadly to include anyone who
exploited the body of a woman for comerc;o carnal (prostitution). Significantly, the state legislature placed the law under the rubric of Delitos
contra 10 Moral Publica y las Buenos Costumbres (crimes against public morality and good customs). Those who exploited the bodies of mi-
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nors received stiffer punishments of six months to two years in prison,
plus a hefty fine. An authority figure who exploited a minor under their
protection lost the right to patria potestad (parental guardianship) for
ten years and received a prison sentence ranging from one to eight
years. 34
Federal amendments to the C6digo Sanitario in 1950 and 1955 reflected an interest in protecting the health ofthe people of Mexico and
the influence of the United States, through the establishment of clear
guidelines to protect against the transmission of diseases by persons
entering Mexico through the ports of entry. The 1950 code designated
the establishment of sanitary services in air, land, and water entries in
order to ensure the protection of national territory from infections and
transmitted between humans or from other countries. Although many of
these measures aimed to combat non-venereal diseases, Article 117
specifically provided for the regulation of prostitution and for venereal
disease prevention. 35 In the 1955 revisions, federal authorities approved
even more specific regulatory measures to halt the debilitating effects of
venereal infections. In places where there was a "normal danger" of
endemic disease (they specifically cited the inhabitants of the zona),
participants needed to pay sanitation authorities a fee to construct and
support health service facilities. 36
Interviews with local residents indicate that officials in Nogales instituted some laws that specifically "protected" the population from
prostitutes and that further defined the demarcation between the general populace and the prostitute population. For example, throughout
the 1950s, local authorities permitted prostitutes to leave the zona only
one day per week (Wednesday) to shop, see a movie, or spend time with
their children. According to local inhabitants, "good" mothers kept their
children inside when prostitutes walked the city streets, and residents
also avoided the movie theaters on these days so they would not have
to mingle with the potentially dangerous prostitutes. 37
Even more significantly, municipal health records indicate that by
1953 prostitutes received weekly injections of penicillin. This service
was similar to border prophylaxis stations that provided penicillin tablets to soldiers and tourists after sexual exposure. In the United States,
however, the authorities did not require men to take these tablets, whereas
prostitutes in Nogales had to submit to the injections or risk losing their
licenses. Furthermore, they were assumed to be contaminated, and one
should note that the state, which disallowed for others to intervene in
women's bodies, seemed to reserve this honor for itself through the
forced weekly injections of all prostitutes.
The continuance of the zona did not escape the critical eye of citizens concerned with the moral and physical well-being of Nogales. In a
1953 letter to the press, Dr. Francisco Arriola Gandara, chief of the Health
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and Assistance Unit in Nogales, defended what he considered an unfair
attack in several local newspapers, including el Acci6n Diario
lndependiente; He defended the regulation of the zona and attributed
this to the radical reduction of the venereal infection rate from 75-80
percent in 1950 to a reality in 1953 of only 3 percent. Furthermore, none
of the services came out of municipal coffers, due to the formation of a
Comite Auxiliar de la Profilaxis de las Enfermadades (Auxiliary Committee for the Prevention of Disease). Cabaret, cantina, and salon de
baile (dance hall) owners who housed prostitutes in their establishments financially supported the committee. In Gandara's viewpoint, the
abolition of prostitution in Nogales (and numerous other cities in Sonora)
could not be accomplished quickly, and one needed to recognize prostitution in order to "battle her" and the concomitant threat of venereal
contagion. 38
Perhaps·because of the severity and gravity of prostitution regulations, officials who abused their authority and attempted to live outside
of the laws regarding prostitution and general moral decency particularly outraged the citizens of Nogales. An incident on 18 April 1960 at a
local restaurant scandalized the community and galvanized the press
into a scathing indictment of lax and abusive officials. Two families had
hoped to eat a restful meal at the restaurant when the city chief ofinvestigations, Francisco Soltero, entered with a meretriz (prostitute),who
was both inebriated and in "undignified positions." The reporter took
ample opportunity to describe the scene and his indignation: "Drunk,
with that posture, language and manners appropriate toa stupid person,
with the complex of an 'important authority,' Soltero was demonstrating
clearly just what is his personality."39 The reporter extended Soltero's
behavior to include nearly all the municipal authorities who brought
infamy upon Nogales through their inappropriate behavior. In addition,
incidents like this greatly damaged family tourism: "Unfortunately for
Nogales," ajournalist wrote, "there is no hope that there will be a change,
on the contrary ... the tolerance will remain because [the administration] has not wanted to become a good administration because each
member ... is an insult to good customs, the security of the families, and
the real concept of the citizens. "40
The issue of repression versus regulation achieved particular relevance during World War II, when patriotic, riationalist concerns dictated a policy of repression. Reality often diverged from rhetoric,
. however, and by the 1950s the impracticality of repression, evidenced
by local officials' disregard for federal and state policy, had been replaced by a more pragmatic policy of regulation. Running throughout
both "phases" was a Nogales community attempt to present a "modern"
facade, one informed by issues of morality and definite fears about the
possible danger cifvenereal contagion. The outright regulation of pros-
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titution from the mid-1940s and into the 1950s resulted in the crystallization of the image of borderland prostitutes as symbols of revilement in
the community: an ironic and unfair position considering their centrality
to the economic health of Nogales.
An examination of the regulatory measures employed~to regulate
prostitution in the borderlands illustrates broader discourses involving
the state, inter-nation relations, medical, class, and moral concerns.
American officials perceived unregulated prostitutes in the Mexican
bordertowns as a direct threat to the health of American citizens and
enlisted personnel alike. Their concern translated into action in the 1940s
and 1950s as a part ofa larger struggle to battle venereal disease. Officials in Washington, D.C. favored a harsh stance that involved completely closing the border, but, on a local level, diplomacy and cooperation
characterized the tactics employed by authorities from both sides of the
border to battle the "common enemy." United States-Mexico relations
directly impinged upon the actual regulatory measures passed in state
and federal legislatures. Issues of class, morality, and public health forced
prostitution control to the forefront of the debate over the borderlands
zonas de tolerancia. Initially, federal and state officials favored repressive tactics to completely eliminate prostitution and used patriotic, nationalistic language to buttress their arguments. Local officials in
Nogales, although they outwardly acquiesced to the wishes of the state
and federal governments, in reality largely ignored the calls for repressive actions. Subsequently, by the late 1940s and in the 1950s, officials
returned to a more pragmatic approach to prostitution control. The prostitute, within a program to "clean up" bordertowns such as Nogales, had
by then become a symbol of revilement and disease. Both legislative
and locally-imposed regulations reflected the perceived need to protect
the community from prostitutes by severely limiting and curtailing their
lives. The story of Sarita, the prostitute who lived in Nogales during the
1960s, poignantly illustrates the inequitability of many of these regulations. As a widowed, migrant, female head-of-household, Sarita felt the
pressure of economic necessity and frustration at not being able to find
ajob that covered her expenses. Thus, she turned to prostitution, a life
that gave her economic viability in Nogales. Ironically, instead of applauding, or at least understanding her actions, officials exercised their
power to circumscribe her existence, control her body, and assign her a
tangible position of shame in society.

NOTES
1. Sarita's name has been changed to protect her identity.
2. Although Sarita's story is more contemporary. it is still valuable for several
reasons. The interview focused upon her life before the 1970s. in particular the
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years from 1965 to 1967. This was before the establishment of the maquiladora
industry in the mid 1960s, which provided women with a key economic outlet.
Thus, her reasons for entering prostitution probably differed little from women
who worked ten years earlier. In addition, the United States still stationed large
numbers of soldiers in the Southwest, and the majority of the regulations enforced
in the 1950s still existed in the mid-1960s.
3. "Sarita" interview with author, Nogales, Sonora, 13 February 1995.
4. Municipal officials not only taxed prostitutes, but also the cabaret owners
for various reasons, including the prostitutes they employed, alcohol sales, cabaret
entertainment, and a monthly fee in order to employ prostitutes. From 1956 to
1959, this constituted 33 percent to 36 percent of the total municipal revenue.
See Carlos Miller, Tesoria Municipal (Nogales, Sonora: 1958, Anexo no. I), Pimeria
Alta Historical Society Archives, Nogales, Arizona.
5. Records of Shore Establishment and Naval Districts. Eleventh Naval District Records of the Commandant's Office General Correspondence. 1924-1955.
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Origins of the Name "Alamogordo"
WILLIAM N. MCPHEE AND HARRY R. PARSONS

The term "Alamogordo" does not occur in Spanish dictionaries either as
a word or a name, although its separate word stems are commonplace.
"Alamo" means, of course, a poplar tree (or generally tree, in New
Mexico), and "gordo" means fat, stout, or large. Together they describe
the big cottonwood trees of the American Southwest. That species apparently does not occur in Spain and has no common name in Spanish
beyond just "alamo." So how did the New Mexico name get started?
One answer appears in the papers of John Arthur Eddy, the person
who named the town. As general manager for the Eddy brothers. John
Arthur establishedlheir New Mexico railroad route and the sites of its
towns, while the brother historians credit for these developments. Charles
B. Eddy, was actually the enterprise's promoter in EI Paso and New York. I
John Arthur directed the Colorado end of the Eddy brothers' enterprises,
notably their cattle drives in the 1880s from the lower Pecos in New
Mexico to the mountains of Colorado, where the Eddys began. 2 As the
Colorado manager, John Arthur was the absentee partner in the founding of New Mexico's Eddy County and the town of Carlsbad, although
he lived in New Mexico during the 1890s while general manager of the
railroad venture that founded Otero County and Alamogordo. 3
The only remnants of his papers that have survived consist of a
journal from 1879-80 that deta'i1s the building of the Eddy brothers' first
ranch in Colorado, and a scrapbook of news clippings and memorabilia
from the 1890s that illustrates the building of their New Mexico railroad
and the founding of Alamogordo.4The scrapbook, now in the Museum
William N. McPhee is professor emeritus of sociology, University of Colorado;
he is a grandson of John Arthur Eddy and lives in Santa Fe. Harry R, Parsons is a
retired history teacher at Fl. Sumner; he is chairman of the Mid-Pecos Historical
Foundation and lives in Fl. Sumner..
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of New Mexico History Library, includes a signed carbon copy of an
article Eddy submitted to the 1923 twenty-fifth anniversary celebration
of Alamogordo's founding. Although the article has a number of interesting passages, perhaps the most pertinent reads:
[I]t may often be wondered how the town got its name. It devolved on me to name the stations on the [rail]road and in doing
so, I sought to apply those of local characteristics or landmarks.
It would have been natural therefore, to use the word" Alamo",
but it was objectionable because of its being so common and so
many Alamos. In my cowboy days, one of my favorite camping
places between Las Vegas and Seven Rivers, was on a little
stream running into the east side of the Pecos, called" Alamo
Gordo". I had learned its meaning to be, a big or "Rotund" cottonwood, and upon seeing such a tree, at the mouth of the Alamo
Canon, the name came back impressively to me. And that is how
Alamogordo got its name. I think you must have numerous
"Alamo Gordos" along your streets, by this time. s
The document, typed under Eddy's supervision, has its carbon copy
corrected and signed in his own hand. The article's text makes it unmistakable that he used separate words, "Alamo" and "Gordo," for the name
of the stream and in his description of this type of tree. Another point
becomes clear, however, that by the time of its twenty-fifth anniversary
the town's name had somehow metamorphized to become "Alamogordo."
How had that happened?
.
A first suspicion is that it was done by some bureaucracy. For example, during the late 1800s the United States Postal Service collapsed
the names of unincorporated places in Colorado such as "Allen's Park"
into the "Allenspark" post office. A transformation such as this seems
to have happened to the stream in New Mexico that Eddy mentions,
since a creek with the Spanish name "Alamo Gordo" appears on an 1851
United States Army map and was still present with this spelling on a
Postal Service map as late as 1907. After 1907, however, it appears misspelled in various maps until it becames a single word, "Alamogorda"
(sic), on the state Highway Commission's 1918 map.6 With only the spelling corrected, it has remained one word in all subsequent mentionseven in the United States Department of Agriculture's "Alamogordo
Creek Experimental Watershed," a flood control project.
The Department of Agriculture initiated this project to correct the
watershed's main problem for farmers: flooding after heavy rains. But
flooding, as botanists tell us, helps to propagate the big cottonwoods. 7
Today, in contrast to the earlier unchecked flooding, the project dams
located upstream remove the surface water that once replenished the
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shallow, but wide, acquifer. Only scattered specimens remain in the once
bountiful "natural cottonwood farm." An additional hazard today that
threatens the remaining trees is the northeastern inlet of Sumner Lake, a
reservoir created by a dam on the Pecos River and located off federal
Highway 84 midway between Santa Rosa and Ft. Sumner. s
One of the authors of this article, Harry Parsons, has undertaken an
extensive study of the area and offers further insight on the origins of
the name Alamogordo. Parsons discovered that Jesse (Joseph) Sutton,
an idealistic trader and one-time business partner of Josiah Gregg, proposed building a model community based on sheep raising and wool
manufacturing, not unlike a modern-day cooperative near Tierra Amarilla,
New Mexico. 9 In 1838, Sutton received a land grant centered on a spring
located just down the Pecos River from the mouth of Alamo Gordo Creek. 10
The name "Alamo Gordo" (often modifying arroyo) existed by then and
reappears on an 1851 United States Army map. Reports written in the
1860s originating from Ft. Sumner confirm this usage. II Unfortunately,
despite telephone checks with three archives. we found that maps in
Spanish prior to 1850 do nol provide enough detail to lisl minor Pecos
River tributaries. 12 Sutton's effort to form a model sheep-raising community never got past the planning stage due to fears of Comanche
attacks and an inability to get American authorites to confirm his Mexican land grant. A second effort to build a sheep-raising empire did
succeed, however, under the direction of a former sea captain, John B.
Clancy, who drove large flocks of the most desirable breeds from California to New Mexico in the still perilous 1870s.1 3
Cattle driving also began during this period on the welI-known
Goodnight-Loving Trail. And cattle driving is what brought the Eddy
brothers, especialIy John Arthur, to Alamo Gordo Creek. The Eddys first
came to New Mexico in 1880-81 to drive cattle to their new ranch located
between Salida and South Park, Colorado. Thereafter, they supplied ~attle
to Colorado mountain ranches and mining towns, and by 1885, for railroad shipping to outside markets. 14 John ran these enterprises from Colorado, but often traveled to New Mexico on partnership business. From
repeated use of route maps, he must have known perfectly weIl how to
spelI "Alamo Gordo" Creek.
Nevertheless, we have found in the Eddy scrapbook clippings of
display advertisements dated 26 May 1898 that ran in the newspapers of
EI Paso, Santa Fe, and other towns. The advertisements announced lots
for sale in a new town named "Alamogordo." At the bottom of each
advertisement appeared in the same spelling: "The Alamogordo Improvement Company, J.A. Eddy, President."15
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The combining of words in the original name Alamogordo suggests
that an explanation lies it what may be called ';proper-name license." As
in poetic license, a person can take liberties in spelling and grammar
when naming things. For example, while We would never combine an
adjective like "yellow" with a noun such as "stone" into one word, we
do not blanch at the proper name "Yellowstone." In any event, the running together of the separate words "Alamo" and ".Gordo" into the hybrid appellation" Alamogordo" was a deliberate action by John Arthur
Eddy. The mangled Spanish that resulted was not due to mindless evolution over the years, but intended as a name right from the start.

NOTES
I. Worthwhile sources concerning the Eddy brothers include a scrapbook they
compiled, Museum of New Mexico History Library, Santa Fe, New Mexico, (hereafter Eddy scrapbook); and William A. Keleher, The Fabulous Frontier: Twelve
New Mexico Items (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Rydal Press, 1945). Keleher's biography of Charles B. Eddy fails to mention that the Eddys were actually partners with
interlocking roles in joint enterprises across the two states of New Mexico and
Colorado. See ibid., 240-58.
2. Various mentions of the Eddys' ranching and investing activities in Colorado
can be found in George C. Everett, Under che Angel of Shavano (Denver, Colorado: Golden Bell Press, 1963) and Carrie Cavalcade in Central Colorado (Denver.
Colorado: Golden Bell Press. 1966); Virginia McConnell, Bayou Salado: The Scory
of South Park (Denver. Colorado: Sage Books, 1966); W. W. Lillie, Roundup (booklet, n.p., n.d.). A photo of the Eddys' original VVN ranch appears in Paul Huntley.
Black MountOln Cowboys: A Col/eel/on of Stones (Canon City, Colorado: Master
Printers, 1976), 167.
3. The Eddys' scrapbook contains a typed manuscript of an article headlined:
"The Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of the Founding of Alamagordo," 28 May 1923
(hereafter Eddy Alamagordo manuscript). The manuscript describes how John Arthur
Eddy laid out the railroad route and the townsite during the time his brother,
Charles B. Eddy, was in New York.
4. This journal by the "Eddy Boys," then in their twenties, details the construction of their Colorado ranch which occured in 1879. The journal ends in early
1880 when they left Colorado to seek cattle for ranch stock-at first heading for
Dodge City, but eventually travelling to New Mexico. Eddy Brothers Journal, Western
History Collection, Denver Public Library, Denver, Colorado; Eddy scrapbook.
5. Eddy Alamagordo manuscript, 8.
6. Parke and Kern Map of New Mexico Territory, 1851, Eastern New Mexico
University, Special Collections, Portales, New Mexico; and Map Showing Condition of State Roads, 1918, Harry R. Parsons private collection.
7. For example, botanist Robert Sivinski of the New Mexico State Forestry
Division advised us that the original flood plain conditions we described would have
been ideal for big cottonwoods.
8. The watershed project, begun in the late 1940s, has not only reduced flooding
and surface moisture-conditions needed for huge cottonwoods-but has also produced a narrow streambed full of weeds and salt cedar thickets.
9. Unpublished manuscript in possession of. Harry R. Parsons, coauthor.
10. The grant was authorized by Governor Manual Armijo. A spring at the
center of the grant then named "Ojo de Anil" (Blue Spring) is today called "Carretas"
(Carts or Wagons) spring. The spring is on Anil creek, just southeast of Alamo
Gordo creek.
.
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11. An 1863 diary ofa Civil War soldier at Ft. Sumner relates .how one of the
regular patrol camps was at "Paraje Viejo del Alamo Gordo" (old place by the
Alamo Gordo). James C. Cremony of San Francisco, commander 'of Company B of
the First California Volunteers; camped often on the Alamo Gordo. Henry P. Walker,
"Soldier in the California Column: The Diary of John W. Teal," Arizona and the
West 13 (Spring 1971), 33-82.
12. We directed queries concerning the Mexican-Spanish period maps toward
Orlando Romero of the Museum of New Mexico, Robert Torrez of the New Mexico
State Records Center and Archives, and Naomi Heiser of the University of New
Mexico's Map and Geographic Information ·Center. Torrez also informed us that no
indication of the word combination "alamo" and "gordo" appears indexed in the
state's Spanish-language archival holdings.
13. Clancy's sheep empire eventually made him wealthy, and he and his wife (a
resident of Puerto de Luna) ·built a mansion just upstream from where the present
Highway 84 crosses Alamo Gordo Creek. The building no longer exists.
14. For materials on the Eddy trail drives, see Everett. Cattle Cavalcade; Little.
Roundup: and Huntley. Black MOIln/aln Cowboys.
15. Eddy scrapbook.
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Abuelitos: Stories of the Rio Puerco Valley. Edited by Nasario Garcia. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1992. xvii + 310 pp. Illustrations,
map, index. $22.50 cloth, $12.95 paper).
Nasario Garcia has collected some fascinating oral histories in Abuelitos, not
exactly literature, but the stuff from which literature is cut and stitched. He interviewed seventeen people-born 1894 to 1924-about their salad days in the Rio
Puerco Valley where Garcia ·himself grew up.
Abuelitos is a dual language volume with the original Spanish alongside a skillful, idiomatic English translation. The Spanish is that of the Rio Puerco, four centuries and many thousand miles removed from the King's Spanish, so Garcia has
provided a glossary of variants from words approved by the Spanish Academy.
The book begins rather blandly with reminiscences by men and women about
Rio Puerco life in the early years of this century. The narrators tend to like what
they recall. They worked hard but life was a pleasure, as it generally is when a
person is young and energetic.
My interest was piqued' in the third and fourth chapters that dealt with superstitions, witchcraft, wailing women, magic, lies, and miracles. Local versions of
several folk beliefs are included. Some narrators are quite skeptical, and one even
recalls playing practical jokes exploiting superstitions.
A difficulty with this and other oral histories that result when distilled into
cold roman type is that they lack the sound and sight of the storyteller. The speaker
does much hemming and hawing that can be quite eloquent aloud, but it looks like
confusion and muddled thinking when, naked of tone, gesture, and facial expression, words alone are served up cold on a sheet of sixty-pound book paper.
Reading them can be like hearing the cello part of a string quartet without the
other instruments; it is difficult to imagine how the total composition sounds.
Garcia has included, though, a collection of wonderful old box-camera photos tllat
help bring imagery to the pages.
Most interesting 'to this reader was the final chapter about the sorts of tales
collected by Perrault and the Brothers Grimm. Eduardo Valdez, born in 1908, tells
all these. In the last, longest, and best, a poor lad wins a princess. The king, her
father, seems construed as a sort of wealthy rancher although he still lops off the
noggins of unsuccessful suitors.
Patrick Bennett
McMurry University
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"Come, Blackrobe",' De Smet and the Indian Tragedy. By John J. Killoren, S.J.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1994. xv + 448 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
In this study of a topic and an individual who fascinates western historians,
John J. Killoren traces early nineteenth-century federal Indian policy and Father
Peter John De Smet's role in the transformation of the tribal northern plains and
Pacific Northwest. Killoren begins and ends his analysis in St. Louis, comparing
that community's fifty years of growth with the decline of tribal communities'
standards of living; and through it all, Killoren boldly pronounced, De Smet "would
become the most influential non-Indian among the tribes of the Great Plains" (p.
15).
From 1823 until 1868, De Smet aggressively followed his Jesuit calling, establishing St. Mary's mission among the Bitterroot Salish and paving the way for
future missions with the Blackfeet and Lakota. At the same time, his extensive
missionary journeys to the Northwest made him a valuable consultant for the
United States during the Fort Laramie negotiations of 1851 and 1868. Evaluating
his mission work, Killoren makes a strong case for De Smet's great tolerance and
acceptance of nearly all aspects of tribal protocol while General William T. Sherman
summarized the Jesuit's support of the nation's goals noting that he "has always
been noted for his strict fidelity to the interest of our Government" (p. 275).
It is in analyzing De Smet's participation in these wide-ranging activities that
his responsibility in the dispossession of tribal nations of the northern plains and
Pacific Northwest eludes the reader. De Smet's paternalistic philosophy toward
tribal peoples ties both his Jesuit and government activities together since he believed that only through paternalistic guidance from missionaries and the government could tribesmen be saved from themselves. As a result, Killoren deftly sidesteps
the conclusion that even though De Smet supported tribal rights and insisted that
Indian Service administrators protect their civil liberties, the Jesuit asked that the
tribesmen voluntarily give up their world views and concepts of the afterlife which
had served them well in favor of his own. By De Smet's own ethnocentric actions
toward and views of tribal cultures. he asked tribesmen to make the ultimate cultural
sacrifices. Despite the book's informative value, its approach to analysis is a distinct limitation to understanding De Smet's full role in the "Indian Tragedy."
The author's descriptive presentation of events and interesting characters provide the reader a context to describe De Smet. He was a gifted missionary who
walked in many different circles of S1. Louis and western society because his vision
of tribal America accommodated change. We know that Killoren is an admirer of De
Smet and in this history he treats De Smet with a delicate touch.
Richmond L. Clow
University of Montana
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Such Men as Billy the Kid: The Lincoln County War Reconsidered. By Joel
Jacobsen. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1994. xv + 300 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $28.00.)
This new account of the Lincoln County War and Billy the Kid, according to
author Joel Jacobsen, is intended primarily as a stirring narrative history of these
dramatic events. Convinced that these happenings are "far more interesting than ...
historically significant" and that they were not "typical of anything at all" (p.
xiv), the writer, the assistant attorney general for New Mexico, chooses to lard his
story with numerous pen portraits of lively characters, engrossing events, and
tragic conflicts rather than scrutinize his findings for "their broader significance"
(p. xiv).
Jacobsen particularly adds to our understanding of the legal complexities of
events in the Lincoln County area from about 1877 to 1881. Thoroughly utilizing
the reports of federal in.vestigator Frank Warner Angel, who was sent to examine
and evaluate the controversies that rent territorial New Mexico in the late 1870s,
and quoting extensively from local newspapers, the author likewise draws on the
most important primary and secondary sources published on the Lincoln County
imbroglio and Billy the Kid. Along the way his colorful vignettes of the MurphyDolan partisans ("The House") as well as of such competitors as Englishman
John Tunstall, lawyer Alexander McSween, and regulator Richard Brewer add
much to this interesting story.
Some readers will wish, however, that Jacobsen had avoided a few pitfalls,
large and small. By focusing his story so narrowly, by overlooking, for example,
some of the most recent work of Richard Maxwell Brown and Richard Slotkin on
frontier violence, the author limits the value of his work. Moreover, his descriptions of Tunstall, McSween and his wife Susan, and Billy are neither as full nor
as probing as the strongest accounts 'of these persons. And, unfortunately, too
many long block quotes and unnecessary one- and two-sentence paragraphs impart
a jerky quality to his narrative. His volume also includes several small errors and
typos, including the consistent misspelling of the scholar's name he cites most
often, Robert M. Utley.
Still, on balance this is a fine book, one of the best half-dozen we have on these
subjects. Although not as well-written as Utley's Four Fighters of Lincoln County
(1986), High Noon in Lincoln (1987), or Billy the Kid (1989), or as thorough as
Frederick Nolan's The Lincoln County War (1992), Jacobsen's account nonetheless
merits considerable attention and appreciation. As an absorbing and even-handed
narrative history, it will appeal to general and scholarly readers alike.
Richard W. Etulain
University of New Mexico
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Fourteen Families in Pueblo Pottery. By Rick Dillingham. Foreword by J.J.
Brody. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1994. xix + 289 pp.
Illustrations, genealogical charts, map. $75.00 cloth, $37.50 paper.)
Pueblo Indian pottery making is, among other things, the legacy of one generation passed on to another. Thus, it is especially meaningful to see it presented in a
context personal to its creators, not simply an evolutionary construct of outsiders.
That is the overriding contribution of this publication: with the exception of preface
and foteword, the artists speak for themselves.
In 1974, the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology presented an exhibition of
Pueblo pottery that illustrated how the craft had developed within seven noted
pottery-making families. The show was assembled and coordinated by Rick
Dillingham, himself an innovative and very talented ceramicist having a long interest
in and association with southwestern Indian artists. The exhibit was accompanied
by a catalog-subsequently published by the University of New Mexico Pressentitled Seven Families in Pueblo Pottery, handsomely illustrated, encompassing a
broad range of styles, techniques, visions and viewpoints.
Now, twenty years later, that publication has been revised, updated, and expanded to double the number of families portrayed. In addition to the dynasties
represented in 1974-Chino and Lewis (Acoma), Nampeyo (Hopi-Tewa), Gutierrez
and Tafoya-Naranjo (Santa Clara), Gonzales and Martinez (San I1defonso)-this
new version adds Chapella and Navasie (Hopi), Medina (Zia), Herrera (Cochiti),
Melchor and Tenorio-Pacheco (Santo Domingo), and Chavarria (Santa Clara).
The current generation of potters is given broad coverage while those included in
the earlier work receive new treatment.
.
In his preface, Dillingham comments upon his personal conviction that Pueblo
ceramics must not merely acknowledge tradition but must reflect change, innovation, and individual expression, each imperative evident in views expressed by
the craftspeople themselves. In addition to Dillingham's preface, there is the poetic
"Subsistence" by RoseMary Diaz, Santa Clara potter, and a foreword by 1.J. Brody,
professor emeritus of art and history at the University of New Mexico. As in its
predecessor, the major portion of the text consists of quotations from the potters
touching upon their own views and aspirations and also their recollections of earlier
generations. These are accompanied by portraits of th,e artists and by a profusion of
strikingly beautiful color depictions of their works by photographer Herbert Lotz.
There are genealogical charts which help to clarify the sometimes complex
relationships within families-no mean feat in light of those births. marriages.
and adoptions that occurred at a time when old records were often far from unambiguous and about which neither memories nor sources invariably agree.
Rick Dillingham's knowledge of his subject was extensive, as was his acquaintance with those whose work he collected and encouraged, knowledge he
freely shared with all others working in the field. His untimely death in 1994 was
a loss to everyone who knew him. It is, then, especially fortunate that Fourteen
Families in Pueblo Pollery has been released to crown his earlier achievements.
Nancy Fox, Curator Emerita
New Mexico Laboratory ofAnthropology
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Antigua California: Mission and Colony on the Peninsular Frontier. 1697-1768.
By Harry W. Crosby. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1994.
xvii + 556 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography,
glossary, index. $37.50.)
In 1697, the first successful Spanish settlement was founded in present-day
Baja California by Jesuits under the leadership of Padre Juan Maria de Salvatierra.
In Harry W. Crosby's book, Antigua California, the author describes how the Jesuits hoped to create a theocracy on the peninsula by which they could bring its
inhabitants into the Christian fold.
Crosby's book is sure to please both scholars and historical buffs. Utilizing a
wealth of secondary and primary sources, he offers a dramatic narrative and insightful analysis of challenges faced by the Jesuits when colonizing the. peninsula. Problems such as securing food and shelter were magnified by California's
desert landscape and made .the Jesuits dependent on resourceS from missions on
the mainland.
Initially, the Spanish Crown provided no funds for the settlement of California.
Crosby explains how the missionaries were able to finance their venture through the
Pious Fund, an account created for this purpose from endowments by private
donors. With this funding secured, the Jesuits convinced Spain to give them administrative control over the religious, economic and military aspects of the colony.
This made California different from other territories where missionaries provided
the religious component of settlement while military bureaucrats assumed administrative and defensive duties.
Crosby writes that the Jesuits wielded complete power in California until
1734, at which time a native uprising in the south forced the Crown to take a
more direct role in the development of the colony (pp. 114-17). He argues that
Spain wanted California settled not just for the conversion of natives; it ordered
the Jesuits to search for mineral wealth and to establish a port that would serve as
a rest stop for the Manila Galleon as it made its way from the Philippines to Mexico
(pp. 5-6).
.
The Jesuits, like their brethren in all ofSpain's colonies, resisted a monarchical
takeover of the peninsula and continued to shirk their responsibilities to the Crown
well into the 1700s. It was this defiance that King Carlos ill could not tolerate and
which led to the expulsion of the Jesuits from California and all the Americas in
1768.
To illustrate how California was settled, Crosby includes detailed descriptions
of the components which made up colonial society. He explains how the Society of
Jesus functioned on the peninsula and analyzes the role of secular colonists. Individuals were chosen according to their loyalty to the Jesuits and most were paid half
salary, media plaza, until they proved their worth as soldiers. Crosby explains that,
as soldados, these men were not true military types; they chose to serve in California because it offered possible economic and social advancement. These men were
disappointed when they discovered that the peninsula offered few riches and because the Jesuits did not allow them to acquire wealth. The soldiers were not paid
real wages; they were given credit at a company store monopolized by the missionaries.
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Crosby's book is well researched in all but one theme, the role of the Indians.
He does explain that such research is almost impossible because records on native
culture are limited to accounts made by Jesuits and that these purposely portrayed
the Indian as being backward. The missionaries felt that their views of the natives
legitimized their goal of hispanicizing them. In the end, Crosby concludes that the
Jesuits failed in their quest because "The mission ideal ... brought converts to the
edge of Hispanic society, but never taught them to create a place for themselves
within it" (pp. 388-89).
Carlos R. Herrera
University of New Mexico

Texas, the Dark Corner of the Confederacy: Contemporary Accounts of the
Lone Star State in the Civil War. Edited by B.P. Gallaway. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1994. xii + 286 pp. Maps, appendixes, notes, bibliographies, index. $45.00 cloth, $16.95 paper.)
Seeking to construct a "reasonably complete picture" of wartime Texas and
capture something of its life and spirit, this work presents forty-three excerpts
from firsthand accounts-diaries, journals, almanacs, official documents, reminiscences, and memoirs. All the excerpts have introductions, many of them very
informative. While the focus is on the war years, the first eleven selections set the
scene, describing life in Texas during the five years prior to the conflict. The work
also features an overall introduction that nicely sketches the fighting in Texas, a
chronology of wartime "Events Significant to Texas and Texans," and an excellent,
comprehensive bibliographical essay on Texas in the Civil War by Alwyn Barr.
The passages describing wartime Texas-the heart of the volume-make enjoyable reading and cover a great variety of subjects. Accounts of military events
predominate. Common soldiers depict their first weeks of military service; Dick
Dowling reports his stunning victory at Sabine Pass; a Union soldier records each
day of his ten weeks in a Texas prison camp; a blockade runner and a naval surgeon
on board the blockading fleet recount their adventures off the Texas coasl. Other
pieces capture the civilian side of the war-clashes with Indians on the frontier, the
"hard pinch" of war times in Austin, the "Great Hanging" of alleged Unionist plotters in Gainesville, and the disgust of a Louisiana emigre at the "swarms of ugly,
rough people" and at everything else Texan she encountered.
This is the third edition of Texas: Dark Corner of the Confederacy. The second
edition, whieh Joe B. Frantz called in his foreword a "jUdicious and handy collection," although not one to "break new ground," was published in 1972. Despite the
twenty-two year interval, the editor has seen fit to make few changes. All fortythree excerpts appeared in the earlier edition with the same introductions. Thus the
third edition, like the second, relies almost entirely on sources previously published
elsewhere, makes virtually no use of letters, a potentially rich and revealing source,
and tells us almost nothing about Texas's substantial black population. Sources like
John B. Webster's plantation journal, published in the Southwestern Historical Quarterly in July 1980, and the many readily accessible slave narratives could have
helped remedy the latter problem.
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Nevertheless, this volume remains a convenient and engaging collection. Alwyn
Barr's bibliographical essay, thoroughly updated since it appeared in earlier editions, should prove especially useful to students of the Civil War.
David C. Humphrey
United States Department ofState

The Guadalupe Mountains: Island in the Desert. By W.C. Jameson. (EI Paso:
Texas Western Press, 1994. xiii + 95 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography.
$15.00 paper.)
The Guadalupe Mountains National Park was opened in 1972 on the TexasNew Mexico line, some forty miles south of Carlsbad Caverns. The 76,000 acre
park occupies the southern part of an extensive range extending north into New
Mexico, and contains the highest promontory in Texas-Guadalupe Peak, soaring
8,749 feet. For those hardy souls who thrive on challenges; the mountain terrain
offers "a hiker's and wilderness enthusiast's paradise," with more than eighty miles
of trails. W.C. Jameson, who has published on a wide variety of subjects, drew on
both primary and secondary sources in preparing The Guadalupe Mountains. The
result is an engaging introduction to the flora and fauna, history, and folklore of this
awesome and unique "island in the desert."
Jameson divides his work into six chapters. The early chapters sketch the
origins of this massive limestone uplift, describe contact by exploring partiesNeighbours, Marcy, Bartlett, Pope-and relate the short-lived Butterfield Mail
attempt to route stages through the area. Chapter three crosses into New Mexico
and narrates Lt. Howard Cushing's 1869 cavalry foray against hostile Mescalero
Apaches seeking refuge in mountain haunts. The claim that Cushing's foray "broke
the spirit of the Mescaleros" and was the "turning point" (p. 38) in the campaign to
end their dominance in West Texas is questionable. considering the Eighth Cavalry's
1873 efforts to !lush Mescalero depredators from the Guadalupes. Chapter four
discusses the parties that squatted/settled near springs on the Ilanks of the range. In
1906, John T. Smith ran cattle, sheep and goats there. In the I920s, Wallace Pratt, an
oilman, bought the Manzanital Ranch in the southern Guadalupes, built a lodge in
McKittrick Canyon (which he may have named or renamed), and publicized the
area. County Judge J.C. Hunter of Van Horn, fifty miles to the south, acquired
adjoining land. Pratt and Smith sold/donated holdings to the National Park Service in
the 1960s.
The concluding chapters catalog the wildlife and offer stories of lost treasure in
the park area. We hear about a chiropractor's search in the 1920s for an Apache
mine, relive the twice-told tale of Ben Sublett, and learn about the Juniper Spring
treasure. In the epilogue a departed Mescalero returns to view the' current sceneand applauds the NPS efforts to preserve the land and environment.
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The booklet is attractively designed and has some thirty illustrations. Park
maps showing canyons, springs, and trails would have been helpful. References are
grouped by chapter, but there is no index. The bibliography has several errorsBartlett's book title is inaccurate; Bentz and K.F. Neighbours are correct spellings.
The Guadalupe Mountains otTers a cordial invitation to visit one of the most intriguing landmarks in the Southwest.
Harwood P. Hinton
Austin, Texas

Essays in Twentieth-Century New Mexico History. Edited by Judith Boyce
DeMark. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1994. xi + 255 pp.
Illustrations, maps, notes, index. $17.95 paper.)
In the space of a century, New Mexico has been transformed from a territory
with a rural society and agrarian economy to a state with an urban base that prospers on government investment, tourism, and a burgeoning high tech industry. The
Rio Grande Valley, once identified with Indian pueblos and adobe villages, is now
associated with an ultramodern computer chip factory, military installations and
sprawling residential development. Much of this change has come within a single
lifetime. Oral historians have interviewed individuals who arrived in New Mexico
by wagon and lived to watch televised space shuttle landings.
Until recently, few historians have concentrated on this era. Most have worked
in the fertile Spanish Colonial, Mexican and Territorial eras. There are often more
. primary sources available for studies in sixteenth- through nineteenth-century New
Mexico history than for the twentieth century. Historians often find documentary
information on important topics, such as the creation of the State Tourist Bureau in
the 1930s or Army air bases in World War II, remarkably scarce.
On the eve of the twenty-first century, Judith L. DeMark has collected and
edited the first anthology of essays to examine New Mexico in the twentieth century. During this era multicultural immigration, the discovery and exploitation of
natural resources, government investment, and the tourism industry wrought tremendous changes. These essays concentrate on the period 1900 to 1945 and summarize some of the best research of thirteen scholars. They are written in a style
designed to appeal to the general reader and to students pursuing classes in Southwest and New Mexico history. Each article is supplemented with a thorough set of
references and noted historian Spencer Wilson has contributed a selected annotated
bibliography. DeMark's introductory essay offers a fast-paGed review of New
Mexico history from the arrival of the railroad in 1879 through the early 1960s. One
can readily understand the bewildering technological and social changes introduced
to a region that enjoyed relative stability for so long.
The land has always been the dominant factor in New Mexico. It dictated the
nature of agriculture and animal husbandry. It influenced the selection of sites
for settlements, military bases, and manufacturing facilities. And the spectacular
mix of river valleys, mountains, volcanoes, mesas, and other features have sup-
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ported a billion dollar tourism industry. The first section of the work examines land
use in New Mexico including changes to family,farms in this century, the perennial
issue of water in a desert state, the impact of copper mining on southern New
Mexico, and cattle ranching.
The second section focuses on government investment and employment, still
the foundation of the New Mexico economy. Essays describe the evolution of the
military presence in New Mexico from territorial militia to army air bases, the social
and economic importance of the New Mexico state penitentiary; the fight between
Farmington, New Mexico, and Durango, Colorado for dominance in the Four Corners region, and the history of organized labor. There is one missing facet to this
section, an essay on the impact of Depression-era public works in New Mexico.
These projects, ranging from public buildings, airports, and schools to projects to
eradicate mosquitoes and dig outhouses, had a phenomenal impact on the state.
The third section of the anthology demonstrates the diversity of individuals
who visited the, state. Two essays discuss the tremendous impact the tuberculosis
"industry" had on New Mexico of 1900-1940. Up to 50 percent of the population
of some towns were made up of "Iungers" and their families. While this tuberculosis
treatment infrastructure was short-lived, it provided the foundation for· the modern
New Mexico medical community. The tourism industry, constructed on Indians,
natural resources, and climate is chronicled, along with a description of how the
private and public tourism interests invented the New Mexico image. A final essay,
perhaps the most powerful in the anthology, recounts the experience of residentalien Japanese interned near Santa Fe during World War II.
DeMark has assembled a masterful series of essays that. should spark further'
interest and research into New Mexico history. Twentieth-century history has
proven as important and interesting as that of previous eras.
Byron A. Johnson, Executive Director
The Tampa Bay History Center

Juan Cortina and the Texas-Mexican Frontier, /859-/877. Edited by Jerry D.
Thompson. (EI Paso: Texas Western Press, 1994. Bibliography, index. $12.50
paper.)
On 13 July 1859, Juan Nepomuceno Cortina rode into Brownsville, Texas. In
the town square he came upon local marshal Robert Shears pistol-whipping an
elderly Mexican, who had been a former employee on his mother's ranch. In an
attempt to ,intercede, Cortina was forced to shoot the "squinting sheriff," as he
called him, and then escape with the old man amidst the cheers of numerous
Mexic,ans. On 28 September he again returned with seventy-five men, his intention
to settle a blood feud with prominent Cameron County resident Adolphus Glavecke
as well as to end his problems with Marshal Shears. After holding the town hostage
for hours, in which. time two men were killed, Cortina escaped. Thus began the
eighteen-year saga of Juan Cortina, "the red robber of the Rio Grande."
In this edited work of ten documents having to do with Cortina, Professor Jerry
D. Thompson of Texas A&M International University has given the reader a glimpse
into the complex life of a Mexican caudillo, whose activities dominated border
relations along the Rio Bravo for eighteen years-and consequently has laid the
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ground work for a future biography. These documents present the thinking of Cortina,
first concerning the two Brownsville episodes in 1859, then his rise to power in
Tamaulipas in 1863-1864, his deception with the French forces under Maximilian,
and his attempt to retain power against President SebastiAn Lerdo de Tejada in the
mid-1870s. A brief twenty-page biography (Document 6) is also quite revealing.
Yet Juan Cortina and the Texas-Mexican Frontier, 1859-1877 is merely a
"teaser" for a much larger and more important work. Readers of Texana may find
this small tome interesting and fascinating. But they will find a full-length biography of Cortina by Professor Thompson to be the only satisfactory solution.
Ben Procter
Texas Chris/ian University

Into the Wilderness Dream: Exploration Narratives of the American West,
1500-1805. Edited by Donald A. Barclay, James H. Maguire, and Peter Wild.
(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1994. Bibliographies, index. $45.00
cloth, $17.95 paper.)
There are many ways to calculate the human history of the North American
West. We can add up the conquests of national empires, multiply advances in
technology and economy, or divide the losses in violence and war. Such calculations often result in nameless, faceless histories, narratives drained of color and
drama. Perhaps a better-or at least a more lively-way to measure North America
is to take account of journeys and dreams. From the arrival of the first peoples
across the Bering Strait land bridge, America has been all about journeys. Every
people, every society, has taken voyages of discovery. And behind those voyages
were dreams-dreams as various and as complex as the drea'mers themselves.
Into the Wilderness Dream otTers readers an opportunity to take part in those
journeys and dreams. The editors understand that there is no better way to engage
potential readers (and fellow adventurers) than to present the accounts of the
explorers themselves. This well-constructed volume contains more than thirty
selections, each introduced by an informative headnote. The editors have made
their calculations with an eye toward the wide range of the West. Selections run
from the predictable Coronado, Verendrye, Vial, and Mackenzie to travelers less
well known like Gaspar Castano de Sosa, Georg Wilhelm Steller, and John R. Jewitt.
In nearly every case the editors have succeeded in finding excerpts that make for
compelling reading. Most anthologies read like seed catalogues-a little of this and
a bit of that. This collection has a unity of integrity that puts it in a class by itself.
The best collections of documents allow the reader to make a face-to-face,
almost heart-to-heart connection with the past. Good documentary editors are
invisible brokers, making connections between past and present without intruding with their own views. The editors of this collection know when to step aside
so that readers can make their own journeys and experience their own encounters. The roads and visions of the past do take us to the present. Readers should be
able to take that trip without constant and often unwelcomed editorial direction.
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The editors of Into the Wilderness Dream give us the opportunity to make our own
expeditions. Those journeys might be a bit easier if the book contained several route
maps. Nonetheless, this is a welcome addition to exploration literature. Into the
Wilderness Dream deserves a wide and enthusiastic audience.
James P. Ronda
University of Tulsa

Open Spaces, City Places: Contemporary Writers on the Changing Southwest.
Edited by Judy Nolte Temple. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1994. xiii
+ 144 pp. Illustrations, notes. $29.95 cloth, $14.95 paper.)
Many southwestern writers "love the open spaces, caressing them with words,
yet seek the intellectual and cultural stimulus of the city," writes editor Judy Nolte
Temple in the introduction. Living in cities while writing of rural areas "lends both
a tension and a sense of unreality to much of the region's writing," she concludes.
Supported by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities, Temple
organized a conference in December 1987 to explore this disparity. Open Spaces.
City Places is the result of that conference.
.
The fourteen essays, beginning with Stewart L. Udall's "Creative Freshets in
the Arid Southwest," and concluding with C.L. Sonnichsen's "Partnerships: A
Sort of Conclusion," are as diverse as their authors' ethnic backgrounds, and as
the Southwest itself. Half of the contributors are professors of English, including
Rudolfo Anaya, Don Graham, Rolando Hinojosa-Smith, C.L. Sonnichsen, Luci
Tapahonso, Judy Nolte Temple, and Peter Wild. Charles Bowden is a free-lance
writer, Ann Zwinger writes books on natural history, and Leo Marx and Lawrence
Clark Powell are respectively a professor emeritus of American cultural history, and
an emeritus librarian. The remaining writers,Patricia Preciado Martin, Tom Miller,
Frederick Turner,' and Stewart L. Udall have an impressive number of books between them, ranging from Martin's bilingual children's stories to Turner's Beyond
Geography. Rediscovering America.
.
Space limits this reviewer to a few comments on only a selective number of
these interesting essays. In "Dead Minds from Live Places" Bowden writes that
"lying about the West in general and the Southwest in particular has been an
American cottage industry for over a century." Too many people have succumbed
to this seductive writing and have moved into the Southwest-an area with limited water resources and a fragile landscape.. Like Bowden, Anaya in "Mythical
Dimensions/Political Reality," despairs of the unchecked growth of the Southwest, warning against political and economic processes that seek only material
gain. "The spiritual views of the tribal communities that once nurtured me are
almost gone," he laments. But despite the tremendous changes. he has witnessed,
Anaya remains convinced that writers can still preserve the myths and legends
but it will be a battle of "epic proportions."
In "Pornography and Nature," Peter Wild not only reminds us of the impact of
John C. Van Dyke's The Desert but reiterates the parallels between women and
nature, while Ann H. Zwinger in her lively "Space and Place," writes of her personal
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journey into nature. Initially she "loathed" even a walk through the farm fields,
fearful of grasshoppers with sticky legs, yet now home is any mesquite branch
where she hangs her hat, or any rock large enough to "perch on." She has finally
become equally at home in the rural as well as urban setting.
Luci Tapahonso, writing of Navajo traditions, especially their strong connection to the land, lavishly sprinkles her essay, "Come into the Shade," with her fine
poetry. While the Navajo have a strong attraction to their land, Texas author Don
Graham in "Land Without Myth; or Texas and the Mystique of Nostalgia," writes
that Texas has "no land myth that empowers or nourishes its devotees." Raised in
cotton-farming country, he describes himself as owning not a "foot of land," yet as
a English professor he continually talks about "land and landscapes-literally landscapes," that is.
These sparse comments obviously cannot adequately describe the interesting
essays and the nicely-designed book. Those readers who find they have a similar
dilemma, of living in cities, yet loving open spaces, will find this book of interest. I
have the opposite dilemma from mallY of the fourteen contributors, who are urban
writers. I live and write in open spaces yet teach in a major urban area.
Valerie Sherer Mathes
City College o/San Francisco

Between Indian and While Worlds: The Cultural Broker. Edited by Margaret
Connell Szasz. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1994. xii + 386 pp.
Illustrations, maps. notes, bibliography. index. $45.00.)
This anthology is a product of a 1986 symposium held in England on "Culture
Brokers in the History of Indian/White Relations" and a decade of lecturing on the
subject by the editor here in the United States. Well-known to scholars of Indian
America for her two major studies of Indian education, Margaret Connell Szasz
brings together fourteen essays under the central concept of cultural brokerage.
The book begins with an excellent review of the historiography of contributions by anthropologists and historians on those who represent aspects of brokerage-for themselves, for their families, for their people, and/or for their nations.
Connell Szasz's introduction is much more than the usual preface to a collection of
essays. She gives a fresh, thorough look at what has been said, what it means, and
why ethnohistorians (in particular) are so intrigued with the Indian and his white
counterpart who have straddled cultural fences as intermediaries between guardians of tradition in both worlds. Those new to ethnohistory will find this discussion extremely valuable in that Connell Szasz reviews the evolution of efforts to
define and refine theories of acculturation through case studies and collective biography.
Claiming no special theoretical home, Connell Szasz divides her book into four
sections. In part one, "Brokers of the Colonial World," John Kessell aptly opens
our eyes to the Pueblos and the Spanish reconquerors who accommodated and
fought each other (and amongst themselves) during Diego de Vargas's era. Nancy
Hagedorn and the editor take us on independent tours of the eighteenth-century
eastern woodlands through the lives of Andrew Montour, a metis interpreter during
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the period ofthe French and Indian War, and Samson Occom, a Christianized Mohegan
spiritualist active during the Revolutionary era. By section's end, it is apparent that
some forms of brokerage backfired on Indians struggling to peaceably coexist, while
others led to quasi-successful accommodation.
.
Sections two and three take us into the nineteenth century. Here we read of
whites such as William Clark, Edward S. Curtis, Helen Hunt Jackson, and William F.
Cody, who became interpreters of the Indian experience and as such, to varying
degrees, brokers. Their cohorts-Indians who crossed the line as Christian missionaries and teachers, performers/actors, and hosts/interpreters to anthropologists,
photographers, and collectors of material culture-undergo parallel examination as
power- and image-brokers who helped determine what the public perception of
"Indians" writ large would be. L.G. Moses's evaluation of motivations and goals of
Native American warriors, athletes, and equestrians who joined the Wild West shows
and Mick Gidley's reconstruction ofE.S. Curtis's agents (Indian and white) are
especially fascinating variants of brokerage. A consistent theme is found in these
essays and others on missionary/teachers: Indian strategies to understand the dominant society and to' cope with adversity often involved emulation of some white
ways without endorsement of white belief systems. In fact, "carbon copies" are
difficult to identify among both groups.
The final section brings us into the twentieth century where we meet Jesse
Rowlodge (Arapaho), D' Arcy McNickle (Flathead), Robert Young (Navajo), and·
Pablita Velarde (Pueblo)-fascinating intermediaries in their own, very special
communities; connections between modern Indian and mixed-blood America with
the larger political, social. and art worlds beyond reservation and ethnic boundaries.
To her credit, Connell Szasz gives us a final, concluding framework upon which to
hang the myriad of case studies in the volume by suggesting parallel and divergent
patterns across time. By book's end, what is clear is that cultural brokerage has
always been a risky affair for.its practitioners, whose curiosity and open-mindedness
about "the other" sometimes helped, sometimes hindered their own peoples' causes.
Unlike overt resistance leaders '(the classic "patriot chiefs"), these crossovers-red,
white, and a mixture in between-operated in a middle ground with pressures from
all sides. In the end, a few (like McNickle) dodged the critics and reshaped the
national agenda.
William R. Swagerty
University of Idaho
\

Chiefs. Agents & Soldiers: Conflict on the Navajo Frontier, 1868-1882. By
William Haas Moore. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1994.
xxiv + 355 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00.)
In Chiefs, Agents & Soldiers: Conflict on the Navajo Frontier, 1868-1882,
William Haas Moore sets out to detail and document an era overlooked by scholars
as well as' Navajo oral history: the period between the Navajo's defeat and exile to
the Bosque Redondo and the end of Grant's "Peace Poi icy" toward American Indian
tribes. During that time, Moore contends, the Navajo made important adjustments
in their politics, economy, and relations with others that allowed them to remain a
significant force on the southwestern frontier.
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Many of these adjustments, according to Moore, resulted from the interplay of
Navajo chiefs, agents of the Office of Indian Affairs assigned to the Navajo reservation, and military men set to maintain a peace made fragile by expanding Mormon,
New Mexican, mining, ranc'hing, and tribal frontiers. While other tribes were seeing
their territory contract, Moore demonstrates, the Navajo forced the enlargement of
their reservation. In part, this was the result of scattering beyond reservation boundaries in search of food and adequate grazing land. In part, it was the consequence of
effective leadership by Navajo chiefs Barboncito, Ganado Mucho, and, particularly,
the mercurial and shrewd Manuelito. It also occurred because of the ineffectiveness
of federal agents-some Presbyterian proteges and other political appointees with
their own agendas-whom the Navajo succeeded in driving from office. The Navajo
had their champions, too, in localtraders such as Thomas Kearn and John Lorenzo
Hubbell, and in military officers, including William T. Sherman. The latter group
supported Navajo interests and expansion with the aim of keeping peace with that
still numerically-strong Indian nation and because many identified with the people
they had been set to guard. If this meant ignoring larger concepts of government
Indian policy, they were willing to do so, thus furthering Navajo interests. The
result, according to Moore, was that the Navajo during this period, in spite of
intensifying change and some factionalism, strengthened their territorial base,
economy, sense of nationhood, and, consequently, their place in the American West
of fact and lore.
Overall, this book portrays the Navajo as active participants in determining
their future, although the link between each agent's minutely-detailed tenure and
Navajo activities is sometimes obscure. Moore does a good job of sketching in
the personalities, Navajo as well as Anglo, that were so often influential in these
events. The book is well-researched, logically organized, and a good addition to
Navajo history.
Mary Jane Warde
Stillwater, Oklahoma
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Foundation Dams of the American Quarter Horse. By Robert M.
Denhart. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1995. viii + 232 pp.
Illustrations, appendixes, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Reprint of
1982 edition.
.
A Texas-Mexican Cancionero: Folksongs of the Lower Border. By
Americo Paredes. (Austin: ·University of Texas Press, 1995. xxxi +194
pp. Illustrations, appendixes, notes,bibliography, index. $10.95 paper.)
Reprint of 1976 edition.
Adventure in Santa Fe Trade, 1844-1847. By James Josiah Webb. Edited by Ralph P. Bierber. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1995.
301 pp. Illustrations, notes. $12.00 paper.) Reprint of 1931 edition.·
The Buffalo: The Story ofAmerican Bison and Their Hunters from Prehistoric Times to the Present. By Francis Haines. (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1995. 256pp. Illustrations, maps, appendixes, bibliography, index. $13.95 paper.)
Cochise: Chiricahua Apache Chief By Edwin R. Sweeney. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1995. xxiii + 50 l pp. Illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. $16.95 paper.) Repri nt ofl99ledition.
Roping the Wind: A Personal History of Cowboys and the Land. By
Lyman Hafen. (Logan: Utah State University Press, 1995. 149 pp. $14.95
paper.)
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Aztec Warfare: imperial Expansion and Political Control. By Ross
Hassig. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1995. xx + 404 pp.
Illustrations, maps, charts, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index.
$18.95 paper.) Reprint of 1988 edition.
Facing the Music. By Bruce Berger. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1995.44 pp. $10.00 paper.)
Folk Art from the Global Village: The Girard Collection at the Museum ofInternational Folk Art. Essay by Jack Lenor Larsen. (Santa Fe:
Museum of New Mexico Press, 1995.96 pp. Illustrations. $19.95.)
Lakota and Cheyenne: indian Views of the Great Sioux War, 18761877. Edited by Jerome A. Greene. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1994. xxvi + 164 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, index. $24.95.)
William Tecumseh Sherman and the Settlement of the West. By Robert
G. Athearn. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1995. xix + 369
pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $17.95 paper.) Reprint of 1956 edition.
Letters from Wupatki. By Courtney Reeder Jones. Edited by Lisa
Rappoport. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1995. xxvii + 151 pp.
Illustrations, maps, appendixes, notes, index. $24.95 cloth, $13.95 paper.)
The Guinea Pig: Healing. Food. and Ritual in the Andes. By Edmundo
Morales. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1995. xxvii + 177pp.
Illustrations, maps, charts, notes, bibliography, index. $40.00 cloth,
$19.95 paper.)
The World ofthe Mexican Worker in Texas. By Emilio Zamora. (College
Station: Texas A&M Press, 1995. xii + 285 pp. Illustrations, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $39.50 cloth, $15.95 paper.) Reprint of 1993 edition.
Quanah Parker, Comanche Chief By William T. Hagan. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1995. xvi + 140 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. $9.95 paper.)
Robes of Splendor: Native North American Painted Buffalo Hides. By
George P. Horse Capture, Anne Vitart, Michael Waldberg, and W. Richard West, Jr. (New York: The New Press, 1995. 143 pp. Illustrations,
appendixes, bibliography. $40.00 cloth.)
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Yellowstone s Ski Pioneers: Peril and Heroism on "the Winter Trail. By
Paul Schullery. (Worland, Wyoming: High Plains Publishing Company,
1995. 157 pp.Illustrati~ns, notes. $17.95 cloth, $8,95 paper.)
Art of the American indian Frontier: A Portfolio. By David W. Penney.
(Detroit, Michigan: Detroit Institute of Arts, 1995.24 pp. Illustrations,
maps. $18.95 paper.)
In Place: Stories of Landscape and Identity from the American West.
By Barbara Allen Bogart. (Glendo, Wyoming: High Plains Press, 1995.
127 pp. Illustrations~bibliography. $10.95 paper.)
Nana s Raid: Apache Warfare in Southern New Mexico. 1881. By
Stephen H. Lekson. (EI Paso: Texas Western Press, 1995. 49 pp, Illustrations, maps, notes. $10.00 paper.)
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News Notes

The rising cost of paper that has affected the publishing industry
forces the New Mexico Historical Review to increase subscription rates.
The cost for a regular subscription, effective with volume seventy-one
(1996), with be $26 per calendar year, an increase of$2. Other subscription fees have been increased as well and are noted on both the renewal
and new subscription forms. The editor hopes that these increases will
not place an undue burden on our valued readers.
The staff of the New Mexico Historical Review is pleased to acknowledge James J. Schmidt for his gracious donation of a computer
system to the Review. Mr. Schmidt, a resident of South Lake, Texas and
president of Trinity Technical Services, made the donation in August
1995. We sincerely thank Mr. Schmidt for this gift and hereby designate
him a benefactor of the Review.
Patricia Nelson Limerick, professor of history at the University of
Colorado at Boulder, will deliver the 1995 Calvin Horn Lectures in Western Culture and History. The series, entitled "A Just and Honorable West:
Western Public Intellectuals and Their Dreams," will commence on Sunday, 29 October 1995 at 3:00 p.m. with a talk devoted to Angie Debo.
Lectures scheduled for Monday and Tuesday, 30-31 October, will address Carey McWilliams, Bernard DeVoto and Wallace Stegner. These
begin at 7:00 p.m. The last lecture starts at 3:00 p.m. on Wednesday, 1
November and examines the idea of real western heroes. All lectures
will take place in Anthropology 163 at the University of New Mexico.
Professor Limerick's lectures are the eleventh in a series funded by
Calvin P. Horn, Albuquerque businessman, author, and former regent
of UNM. The lectures will provide the basis for a book to be published
by'UNM Press. The series is cosponsored by the Department of History, the Graduate School, and UNM Press.
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The new William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies in the
Department of History at Southern Methodist University in Dallas welcomes applications for a post-doctoral fellowship in any field in the
humanities or social sciences from individuals doing research on the
southwestern United States, broadly conceived. The fellowship holder
would be expected to spend the 1996-97 academic year at SMU, as the
Clements Scholar-in-Residence. The fellowship is designed to provide
time to bring a book-length manuscript to completion. The Clements
Scholar would be expected to teach one course during the two-semester duration of the fellowship and participate in Center activities. The
Clements Scholar would receive the support of the Center, access to the
extraordinary holdings of the DeGolyer Library, and a subvention toward the publication of his or her book. The fellowship carries a stipend
of $30,000 and a modest allowance for research and travel expenses.
Applicants should. send a vita, a description of their research project, a
sample charter or extract, and the name of three persons who could supply letters ofreference. Send applications to David J. Weber, Director!
Clements Center for Southwest Studies/ Dept. of History/ SMU, Dallas,
TX 75275. Application must be received by 15 January 1996. The award
will be announced on 15 February 1996.
Call for Papers. Fort Lewis College will host the Ninth Annual Navajo Studies Conference on 10-13 April 1996 at the campus, 1000 Rim
Drive, Durango, Colorado. Applicants should send a 250-word abstract
by 15 November 1995 to Dr. David Kozak/ Department of Anthropology/ 134 Hesperus Hall/ Fort Lewis College/ Durango, Colorado 81301.
(970) 247-7498. E-mail: kozak_d@fortlewis.edu.
New Mexico Tech of Socorro announces the retirement of longtime
professor of history Spencer Wilson. Wilson received his bachelor's and
master's degrees in history from the University of New Mexico and his
doctorate from the University of Maryland. Perhaps best known for his
work on railroads, Wilson has written extensively on Civil War topics
as well. Involved in various historical restoration projects in Socorro
during his twenty-nine years at Tech, Wilson has spearheaded efforts
to turn the old Hammel Brewery into the Hammel Museum, dedicated
to preserving-Socorro 's past. He has served as a member of the Socorro
Historical Society and is a trustee of the Garcia Opera House Foundation. At the state and national level, Wilson has been a member of the
Historical Society of New Mexico, the New Mexico Cultural Properties
Review Committee, the National Trust for Historic Preservation, the
Santa Fe Opera Board of Directors, the New Mexico-Colorado Interstate Railroad Commission, and the Rocky Mountain Social Sciences
Association. Wilson was recently appointed to the New Mexico Endow-
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ment for the Humanities, and has joined the Albuquerque Corral of the
Westerners. The New Mexico Historical Review extends to Professor
Wilson the best of wishes for hi~ well-deserved retirement.
Ruth Carter Stevenson, President of the Board of the Amon Carter
Museum, has announced the acquisition of a lifetime cast of The Rattlesnake by Frederic Remington (1861-1909), in honor of Boone Blakely,
a longtime friend and employee at the Amon Carter Museum. The bronze
is lost wax cast number thirteen .created in 1909 and is one of the first
casts of Remington's second version of The Rattlesnake. Bearing a label in honor of Mr. Blakeley, the sculpture is on display in the main
gallery. The museum would also like to announce the purchase of an oil
painting by Charles Demuth (1883-1935), one of the foremost American modernist painters. Entitled Chimney and Water Tower, the 1931
precisionist work depicts a factory in Demuth's hometown of Lancaster,
Pennsylvania. Demuth's painting was bequeathed to Georgia O'Keefe,
close friend and fellow modernist, and became part of Alfred Stieglitz's
personal collection. Upon his death in 1946, it reverted to O'Keefe's
possession for the remainder of her life. Chimney and Water Tower will
go on display in the Amon Carter Museum's main gallery. For further
information and photographs please contact the museum's Public Affairs Office at (817) 738-1933.
The National Cowboy Hall of Fame in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
features several exhibits and events scheduled through the end of 1995.
Hopalong Cassidy: Kind oftheLicensed Cowboys, an exhibits that features over 600 artifacts from the legendary film and television cowboy's
life, continues until 7 January 1996. The National Children's Cowboy
Festival, 14-15 October, provides plenty of fun and activities for youngsters. Beyond Tradition opens 2 November and features the works, available for purchase, of the Southwest's most talented Native American
artisans: winners at the prestigious Santa Fe Indian Market. An Evening
With Reba McEntire will take place on 21 November with proceeds to
benefit the Hall's "Visions of the West" capital campaign. A Cowboy
Christmas Ball, a special Hall presentation for the entire family, happens on 20 December. The dinner and dance will feature performances
by Riders in the Sky, Michael Martin Murphy and Red Steagall. For
further information on any of these events, please contact Dana Sullivant
or Amber Hallaba at (405) 478-2250, ext. 221 or 259.
Historical Society of New Mexico News
by Robert Torrez
1996 Annual Conference Call for Papers. The Historical Society of
New Mexico will hold its 1996 Annual Conference on the campus of
New Mexico Highlands University, Las Vegas, New Mexico, 18-20 April
1996. Proposals are now being accepted for papers on any aspect of
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New Mexico history, the Borderlands, or the greater Southwest. Proposals for sessions of at least two papers on related subjects are encouraged.
1996 marks the anniversary of two significant events. 1996 is seen
as the 175th anniversary of the "opening" of the Santa Fe Trail and the
150thanniversary of the Mexican American War. Papers and sessions
on the history of these events, the people involved, and the effect they
had on New Mexico, are especially welcome. Proposals should be sent
to the Society, care ofRobertJ. Torrez, P.O. Box 1912, Santa Fe, New
Mexico 87504. If you have questions, please contact Mr. Torrez at (505)
827-7332, or write to him at the listed address. Deadline for proposals is
1 December 1995.
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"Alburquerque In 1821:
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Padre Leyva's Descriptions,"
159-78; Santos and Saints:
The Religious Folk Art of
Hispanic New Mexico, 175n;
"Padre Gallegos, Pere
Machebeuf, and the Albuquerque Rectory," 178n;
"The Spanish Passion Paly in
New Mexico and Colorado,"
175n
Stevens, Richard E., Thomas J.
Noel, and Paul F. Mahoney,
Historical A tlas of Colorado, reviewed, 90
Stevenson, Elizabeth, Figures in
a Western Landscape: men
and Women of the Northern
Rockies, reviewed, 349
Stockel, H. Henrietta, Survival of
the Spirit: Chiricahua
Apaches in Captivity,
reviewed, 224
"The Struggle Over Diocesan
Control in New Mexico,
1715-1737," by Jim Norris,
111-27
"Such is Luck: The Mining
Career of Edward L. Doheny
in New Mexico, 1880-1891,"
by Martin Ansell, 47-65
Such Men as Billy the Kid: The
Lincoln County War Reconsidered, by Joel Jacobsen,
reviewed, 425
Survival of the Spirit:
Chiricahua Apaches in
Captivity, by H. Henrietta
Stockel, reviewed, 224
Swagerty, William R., reviews
Between Indian and White
Worlds: The Cultural
Broker, edited by Margaret
Connell Szasz, 434-35
Szasz, Ferenc Morton, "Down-
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wind from the Bomb: A
Review Essay," 82n; "The
Photography Of the Atomic
Age: A Review Essay,"
77-82; The Protestant Clergy
in the Great Plains and
Mountain West, 1865-1915,
198n
Szasz, Margaret Connell, Education and the American
Indian: The Road to SelfDetermination since 1928,
343n; edits Between Indian
and White Worlds: The
Cultural Broker, reviewed*
434-35
Taos, NM, 120, 193,259
Tariacuri s Legacy: The
Prehispanic Tarascan State,
by Helen Perlstein Pollard,
reviewed, 223-24
Temple, Judy Nolte, ed., Open
Spaces, City Places: Contemporary Writers on the
Changing Southwest, reviewed, 433-34
Tesuque Pueblo, 141
Texas, 7-8,10,21,30,187
Texas, the Dark Corner of the
Confederacy: Contemporary
Accounts of the Lone Star
State in the Civil War, edited
by B.P. Gallaway, reviewed,
428-29
Thomas, David Hurst, edits
Columbian Consequences,
Vol. I: Archaeological and
Historical Perspectives 011
the Spanish Borderlands
West, 20 I; edits Columbian
Consequences, Vol. II:
Archaeological and
Historical Perspectives on
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the Spanish Borderlands
East, 201; edits Columbian
Consequences Vol. III: The
Spanish Borderlands in PanAmerican Perspective, 201;
"A Retrospective Look at
Columbian Consequences,
212n,215n
Thompson, Jerry D., ed., Juan
Cortina and the
Texas-Mexican Frontier,
1859-1877, reviewed,
431-32
Thrapp, Dan L., Encyclopedia of
Frontier Biography, reviewed, 220-21
Tierra Amarilla, NM, 32,194,419
Tome,~, 182,238,240,246
Tong, Benson, "The Hindrances
are Many": Zunis and Missionaries at the Christian
Reformed School,
1908-1934," 329-46
Townsend. David H.. reviews
White Sands: The History of
a National Monument, by
Dietmar Schneider-Hector,
225-26
Treib, Marc, Sanctuaries of
Spanish New Mexico, 217
Trennert, Robert A., Jr., The
Phoenix Indian School:
Forced Assimilation in
Arizona, 1891-1935,330,
343n
Turning on Water with a Shovel:
The Career of Elwood Mead,
by James R. Kluger, reviewed, 96-97
Twitchell, Ralph Emerson, 67;
The Leading Facts of New
Mexico History, 64n, 292n;
The Spanish Archives of New
Mexico, 292n
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Tyler, Daniel, The Last Water
Hole in the West: The
I'
Colorado-Big
Thompson
Project and the Northern
Colorado Water Conservation District, reviewed,
90-91
United States government,
367-82,399-416
Urban history, 417-21
Utley, Robert M., The Lance and
the Shield: The Life and
Times of Sitting Bull, reviewed, 360
Valiquette, Hilarie, reviews
Language, History and
Identity: Ethnoiinguistic
Studies of the Arizona Tewa,
by Paul V. Kroskrity, 226-27
Vernon, Irene S., reviews The
Hunt for Willie Boy: IndianHating and Popular
Culture, by Jamees,.A
Sandos and Larry E. Burgess,
227-28
Villela, Dr. Enrique, 408; La
Nueva Legis/acion
Antivenerea Mexicano, 415n
Warde, Mary Jane, reviews
Chiefs. Agents & Soldiers:
Conflict on the Navajo
Frontier, J868-1882, by
William Haas Moore, 435-36;
reviews Promises of the Past:
A History of Indian
Education in the United
States, by David H. Dejong,
228
Washington, DC, 190,287,305,
410,414
Wasserman, Mark, Persistent
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Oligarchs: Elites and Politics in Chihuahua, Mexico,
1910-1940, reviewed, 92
The Wealth of Nature: Environmental History and the
Ecological Imagination, by
Donald Worster, 347
Weber; David J., 204; The Idea of
Spanish Borderlands, 207,
213n; The Spanish Frontier
in North America, 212n,
215n; "John Francis Bannon
and the Historiography of the
Spanish Borderlands: Retrospect and Prospect," 214n;
The Mexican Frontier,
1821-1846: The American
Southwest Under Mexico,
254n; "Turner, Bolton and
the Borderlands," 213n
Weigle, Marta, ed., Women of
New Mexico: Depression Era
Images, reviewed, 218
Weiss, Harold J., Jr., reviews
Captain Jack Crawford:
Buckskin Poet, Scout, and
Showman, by Darlis A.
Miller, 229
Welsh, Michael, "A Land of
Extremes: The Economy of
Modern New Mexico,
1940-1990," 45n; reviews
Turning on Water with a
Shovel: The Careerof
Elwood Mead, by James R.
Kluger, 96
White Sands: The History of a
National Monument, by
Dietmar Schneider-Hector,
reviewed, 225-26
Wiersema, Joy, "Patriotism,
Pragmatism, and Prostitution:
Interplay of Class, Political,
Gender, and Medical Issues
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in the Borderlands," 399-416
Wiggins, Charles L. and Thomas
M. Becker, Rita S. Elliot,
CharlesR. Key, Jonathan M.
samet, Eds.,Racial and
Ethnic Patterns of Mortality
in new Mexico, reviewed,
83-84
Wild, Peter, Donald A. Barclay,
and James H. Maguire, eds.,
Into the Wilderness Dream:
Exploration Narratives of
the A merican West,
1500-1805, reviewed,
432-33
Wilson, Raymond, reviews The
Lance and the Shield: The
Life and Times of Sitting
Bull, by Robert M. Utley, 360
Wilson, Woodrow, 31-32, 40
Women, 57, 240, 383-97,
399-416
Women ofNew Mexico: Depression Era Images, edited by
Marta Weigle, reviewed, 218
Wooster, Robert, Nelson A. Miles
and the Twilight of the
Frontier Army, reviewed,
84-85
The World of the Mexican I-1/orker
in Texas, Emilio Zamora,
reviewed, 85
World War 1,10-12,20,33,194
World War 11,203,209,383-97
Worster, Donald, The Wealth of
Nature: Environmental
History and the Ecological
1magination, reviewed, 347
Zamora, Emilio, The World of the
Mexican Worker in Texas,
reviewed, 85
Zhu, Liping, Fort Union National Monument: An Admin-
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istrative History, 322n
Zili Pueblo, 141
Zuni Pueblo, 120, 190,248,329,
333-34,336-337,339
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Journal of Texas Catholic
History and Culture
The journal ofthe Texas Catholic Historical Society, the
Journal of Texas Catholic History and Culture is
devoted to publishing high-qua!ity research and writing
on the Catholic experience in Texas and the Southwest,
particularly as expressed through art, architecture,
music, literature, and related spheres of c':!ltural study
within a historical context. Issues contain three to five
essays, book reviews, announcements of conferences,
meetings, and awards, and notes on society members.
The Journal of Texas Catholic History and Culture is
published annually and sent to all members of the Texas
Catholic Historical Society. Regular annual membership
dues in the society are $10. Single issues of the journal
may be obtained for $6.00. Libraries and institutions
may subscribe to the journal for $15 annually.
Submissions should be addressed to·

Patrick Foley, Editor
Journal of Texas Catholic History anti Culture
1113 Idlewood
Azle, Texas 76020
For membership information write

Texas Catholic Historical Society
3001 Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78704

Pacific Worthwest
Quarterly
Now completing its 86th year of publication, Pacific
Worthwest Quarterly features the history of Washington, Oregon, Alaska, British Columbia, Idaho, and
western Montana. Richly illustrated with historical
photographs, maps, architectural drawings, and
reproductions of original documents, articles in PWQ
are written by scholars for a wide reading audience.
The journal boasts a new and compelling format,
special theme issues, interdisciplinary approaches,
energized book review and notes sections, and index.

Recent articles in P'NQ
• "Vitus Bering and Georg Steller: Their Tragic Conflict during
the American Expedition;' by O. W. Frost
• ''A Shaman-killing Case on Puget Sound, 1873-1874: American
Law and Salish Culture;' by Brad Asher
• "History and Folklore: The Role of Tradition in Northwest
Social Life:' by Robert E. Walls
• "'Historic Explorations Northward': Hubert Howe Bancroft and
the Beginnings of British Columbia History:' by Chad Reimer
• "Labor's Many Faces: A Photo Essay," by Carlos Schwantes
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